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PREFACE

The World Banks share of annual lending commit- The preparation of this paper began with a work-

ments allocated to education in Latin America and shop attended by educationaL experts from
the Caribbean has increased greatly since its first throughout the Region. That workshop offered

Loan to ChiLe in 1966. The Bank is currentLy important advice on Bank priorities within the
financing educational investments in most coun- education sector and on the processes we use in
tries of the region, with projects covering alL Lev- developing projects and carrying out studies.

els of education, pre-schooL through Those recommendations are incorporated in this

post-graduate. The growth in educationaL Lending, paper. However, the workshop and subsequent

combined with rapid changes in the Region and in consuLtations aLso reveaLed that the Bank has not

the gLobaL context, make this an opportune time done an adequate job of informing the pubLic and,

to reconsider our lending poLicies and strategies especially, educationaL experts in the Region, of

for the sector. what we are doing and how we do it. Hence, this
paper attempts to not only define the priorities

One of the most important changes in the Region for the Bank, but also to communicate to our

is the growing commitment by poLitical leaders in external audience what it is we are doing and how

many countries to profound educationaL reform. we are doing it.

This was demonstrated most visibLy in the
Santiago Summit of the Americas II in ApriL 1998, This paper, which defines the Bank education
where the presidents of the countries of the strategy for Latin America and the Caribbean, was
Western Hemisphere committed themseLves to an prepared in paralleL with a gLobaL strategy for the

ambitious education agenda. This commitment was education sector, which was approved by the

reconfirmed at a meeting World Bank President Bank's Board of Directors in April 1999. GLobal and

James WoLfensohn convened of LAC education regionaL strategies must by definition be broad.
ministers and private sector Leaders in June 1998 They cannot and should not prescribe recipes for

at the Bank's headquarters in Washington, D.C. educationaL development to be appLied identicaLLy
These commitments by the Region have cLearLy in aLL countries. However, the priorities and oper-

guided the preparation of this paper. ating principles enunciated in these strategies will
heLp guide the development of country education

strategies and Country Assistance Strategies with

our country counterparts.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY need to take a radicaLly different approach to
educating their citizens in the future.

The improvement of education in Latin America Five major phenomena most greatLy affect societal

and the Caribbean (LAC) is indispensabLe to demands on the educationaL system:

achieving the goals of human deveLopment, sociaL

change, economic progress, and the eLimination of * Economic globalization and technologicaL

poverty set by the heads of states and govern- changes, especiaLLy in information technology and

ments of the Americas in the PLan of Action of the teLecommunications, are increasing the demand

Second Summit of the Americas, held in Santiago, for workers with higher quaLifications and the

Chile in 1998. The chaLLenges are enormous, but capacity to continuaLLy Learn and adapt. One

the potentiaL for improvement through cooperative resuLt is rising rates of return to higher education

efforts in the region is aLso great. The countries of throughout the Region.

the Americas, believing with Domingo Faustino

Sarmiento, ruraL teacher and president of * Rising reLative wages for the most educated

Argentina in the 19th century, that 'the cumuLa- and most skilled exacerbate an aLready extreme

tive inteLLigence of nations is author of the great- inequality of income in the Region. High income

est achievements,' have engaged in a hemispheric inequaLities and persistent high poverty rates in

effort to improve education-an effort aimed at most countries transLate into the need for great

complementing their national strategies and improvements in the equaLity of educationaL

strengthening regional cooperation. opportunity in the Region.

The WorLd Bank is contributing to education in the * The almost universaL transition from dictator-

region by providing financiaL resources for innova- ship to participatory democracy in the Region,

tions and reforms, and especially by faciLitating combined with an increasingLy active civiL society,

the deveLopment and appLication of the nations' and growing probLems of vioLence and crime

colLective knowLedge to respond to their individuaL transLate into another new demand on the educa-

and common challenges. Based on its tional system-that of fostering sociaL cohesion

worLdwide experience, the WorLd Bank is in an and civic participation.

advantageous position to support the development

of and provide global knowledge for locaL educa- . The role and organization of the state have

tionaL soLutions, particuLarLy those aimed at eradi- changed in most countries of the Region, resuLt-

cating poverty and fostering economic growth. ing in subnationaL governments having significant

education responsibiLities and the private sector
A Changing World having an increasingLy important roLe in the

finance and provision of education, especially at
Three interreLated sociaL goaLs drive government the university Level. The resuLting chaLLenge for

investment in education in LAC countries: provid- the Region is to reengineer centraL government
ing a skilled and flexible workforce in the interest ministries, develop capacity at the Local level,

of economic growth, fostering social cohesion and and formulate pubtic poLicies for private sector
promoting democracy, and reducing sociaL development in education.
inequaLities and poverty. However, because of the

rapid and revolutionary changes taking pLace in * FinaLLy, the Region is experiencing a major

the worLd today, the countries of the region may demographic transition, which wiLL resuLt in a

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT NETWORK 9
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stable-sized school-age population by 2010 and Despite these impressive achievements, the edu-
a decreasing percentage of young peopLe in the cationaL challenges are daunting:
population over the first haLf of the 21st centu-
ry. The result is simultaneousLy a unique oppor- The gap in educational performance and competi-
tunity to focus on the quality of instruction over tiveness between LAC and OECD countries is
simpLy expanding enrollments, and a need to widening. Not only is the educational attainment
increase the human capital of a shrinking share of the Labor force relativeLy low, but the rapid
of young workers. growth in secondary- and, especiaLly, tertiary-

LeveL enrollments in OECD countries over the past
Achievements and Chatlenges two decades has not been matched in LAC.

The new educational chaLLenges facing Latin Inequalities in access to schooling, schooL readi-
America and the Caribbean occur in the context ness, schooL attendance, and Learning outcomes
of significant educationaL achievements over the still pervade the Region. The rural poor and
last two decades. There has been a widening of indigenous popuLations are at an extreme disad-
access to education at all levels throughout the vantage relative to other groups. Education is not
Region, with 85 percent of the primary-school-age yet fulfiLLing its potential to improve sociaL
group now enrolled in school. The median years of mobility. Indeed, the probabiLity that poor chiL-
educational attainment have risen rapidly in some dren wilL compLete basic schooLing is Lower in LAC
countries. Management capacity of educational than in some much poorer countries of Africa.
institutions has aLso risen; almost every country
now has at Least a sampLe-based assessment of The quality of schooling and school achievement
student Learning, and several countries have edu- leveLs need to be improved significantLy. Latin
cational foundations, research centers, and NGOs American countries score far below Asian and
with world class capacity to carry out policy analy- European countries in internationaL achievement
sis and evaluation. This new level of capacity is tests Like the Third InternationaL Mathematics and
reflected in numerous educational innovations Science Study (TIMSS). While many factors con-
(incLuding such programs as Escuela Nueva, tribute to this, most research points to the key
EDUCO, Enlaces, Telesecundaria, Wawa Wasi, roLe pLayed by the Low quaLity of teaching.

Provdo, and Escuelas Subvencionadas), severaL of
The relevonce of schooling, especiaLLy at the sec-

which are the focus of interest of educators from
outside the Region. ondary LeveL, for entering the labor market, foster-

ing peaceful resoLution of conflict, and encouraging

The private acivic participation is aLso wanting. WhiLe it is at the
The private and non-profit sectors play a cnbtcally scnaylvlweeerlmnswl rwms
important role in the financing and provision of
education, especially at the tertiary level, where rapidLy in the next decade, it is also at this level

one-third of all university students are enrolled in where curricula need the most revision.
private institutions. NGOs Like FeyAlegria pLay an
mportvantre institutions.NGs improv l Arn gropportuni- The decentraLization education reforms of the past

tiespfortant poor children.inally, thearg opprateusin decade have seLdom fiLtered down to the class-
room. DecentraLization and pedagogic improve-

sector has become increasingly important in sup-
porting schools. ~~~~ments need to be accompanied by stronger

individual and organizational incentives to deLiver

quaLity instruction and effective Learning, and

10 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT NETWORK
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improved by information and governance to by supporting improvements in teaching

ensure accountability for resuLts. and Learning, including radical improvements in
teacher training, introducing the evaLuation of

Priorities for the Bank schools and teachers, providing teachers with

effective student evaluation tools to diagnose
The WorLd Bank is committed to using its unique performance, and creating incentives for meaning-

combination of global experience and knowLedge fuL teacher professional deveLopment.
and financing capacity to heLp Latin America and
the Caribbean confront the educationaL challenges * Improving the tronsition from school to the
of the next decade. WhiLe our assistance strate- adult world by adjusting the content of

gies will be defined and agreed to at the country secondary education to equip youth with
level, regiona[Ly we wiLl target priority areas the knowLedge and values for productive
where the Bank can bring the highest value participation in work and society and
added. These are most commonLy areas where assisting the Region in meeting the Second
Bank knowLedge and experience can assist coun- Summit's goaL of 75 percent coverage at the sec-

tries in finding solutions to difficult probLems. ondary Level.

Consistent with the Bank's mission to reduce * Making decentralization work by reengineering
worLdwide poverty through economic growth and education ministries, supporting governance
services and investments targeted to the poor reforms and improvements in information that
our overarching goaL for the LAC region is to raise ensure accountabiLity, and assisting countries in
the Region's human capital, especially, that of the identifying changes in incentives that couLd aLter

poor. Supporting this goaL wiLL require invest- the behavior of providers and affect the sustain-
ments in quaLity and coverage targeted specifical- abiLity of reform initiatives.

Ly to the poor, but aLso systemic reforms required

for these investments to yield sustained benefits. t Disersitn and eforming tmrtiae eduato
To achieve this goaL the Bank wiLL emphasize the to raise quatlty and efficiency, improve access by

-. . ..... ~~~~the two bottom-income quintiLes, and strengthen
following strategic priorities: the integraL role of the private sector in finance

* Including the excluded by, whenever possible, and deLivery.

targeting interventions to the poor. Among the
... . ~~~~~~~~~* Stimulating and evaluating educational innova-

specific interventions the Bank wouLd support are
improving readiness for schooling through invest- tions, especiaLLy in the use of education technoLo-
ments in early chiLdhood programs and school gy, to identify more cost-effective ways of using

feeding and schooL health programs, improving technology to increase access and improve quaity.

school attendance through financiaL incentives to The World Bank's Role in S rti
poor families, increasing opportunities for sec- uppong
ondary and tertiary education through income-
contingent scholarships, and initiating quaLity
improvements in schooLs serving poor chiLdren. the World an prioritie le applied one

se[ective basis at the country LeveL to yieLd the

* Raising the quality of teaching and revitaLiz- greatest impact from Bank activities. The
ing the pubLic schooLs that serve the poor Bank/country diaLogue Leading to a Bank strategy

at the nationaL leveL will weigh the educationaL

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT NETWORK 11
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needs of each country against the Bank's commit- tive capture and dissemination of knowledge con-
ment to making needed policy changes and its sistent with country (cLient) needs. The Bankwide
capacity to impLement programs and policies. This knowLedge management system in education wiLL
calcuLus wiLL identify not onLy Bank country-specific pLay an increasingLy important roLe in assisting
priorities, but aLso the appropriate mix of project staff to serve cLient needs.
Lending, poLicy advice, and technicaL assistance.

The Bank's education Loan portfoLio aLready
ReaLizing that educationaL reform is a lengthy refLects our support of severaL of the strategic pri-
process that onLy sLowly yieLds resuLts, the Bank orities in this paper. The totaL voLume of Lending
wiLL, whenever possibLe, support Long-term educa- has grown over time, both in absoLute terms and
tionaL development programs and adjust the mix as a share of totaL Bank Lending. The share of
of Lending, poLicy advice, and technicaL assistance Lending to earLy chiLdhood and secondary educa-
as circumstances require. The Bank's new Lending tion has grown in recent years, refLecting the
instrument-Adjustable Program Lending [APL]- near-universaL coverage at the primary Level. In
is weLL suited for use in the education sector pre- percentage terms, the greatest growth in lending
cisely because it focuses on Long-term is in higher education.
deveLopment objectives and Long-term joint com-
mitments by the Bank and the borrowing country. The Bank is committed to working in partnership
The Bank's other new instrument-the Leaming with governments and civiL society to serve coun-
and Innovation Loan [LIL]-is especialLy welL try needs. We will Listen to the beneficiaries so
suited to the Bank's support of piLot innovations their views are considered in designing invest-
which require careful evaluation before being sup- ment programs. We wiLL colLaborate with govern-

ported on a Large scaLe. ments and Local researchers in carrying out
anaLyses so that the Bank better understands the

While the Bank has aLways provided policy advice locaL context and researchers benefit from expo-
to cLients based on its worldwide experience, sure to international experience. Finally, we will
more recentLy it has increased its own investment encourage and weLcome honest feedback on our
in knowLedge management to faciLitate the effec- performance.

12 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT NETWORK
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CHAPTER ONE current reappraisaL of the education sector in
EDUCATION IN A CHANGING WORLD Latin America:

"Education provides people with * Rapid economic and technological changes
the keys to the world." are making it necessary for the governments
-Jose Marti, 1853-95 of the region to invest in the skilLs and edu-

cation of the workforce.
A remarkabLe technoLogical and economic transfor- * Widening access to education is the key to
mation is occurring worLdwide that is prompting a reducing persistent poverty and social
profound reassessment of the sociaL role of educa- inequaLity in the countries of the region.
tion and the way it is deLivered. Not surprisingLy, * For the new democracies in the region to
nations in Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) thrive, they must be sustained by the broad-
are Looking to education to heLp them adapt to based participation of an educated and
the gLobaLized economy and achieve their Long- informed citizenry.
sought goaLs of democratization with equity. * Changes in the role and organization of the

state mean that centraL government is no
Three interreLated social goals drive government Longer solely responsibLe for providing educa-
investment in education in LAC countries-pro- tion services, but is increasingly sharing that
viding a skilled and fLexibLe workforce in the roLe with locaL governments, communities,
interests of economic growth, fostering social famiLies, individuaLs, and the private sector.
cohesion and promoting democracy, and reducing * The number of youth as a proportion of total
sociaL inequaLity and poverty. However, because of popuLation in the region will decrease during
the rapid and revoLutionary changes taking pLace the next century, aLLowing governments to
in the worLd today, the countries of the region focus on educational quality issues, rather
may need to take a radically different approach to than expanding access, as in the past.
educating their citizens in the future.

Rapid Economic and
This document presents the strategy of the LAC Technotogical Changes
region in the WorLd Bank for education in the
region over the next decade. The strategy is During the last decade, several LAC economies
based on an education agenda and timetabLe that have begun to stabiLize and even grow. This has
was presented and discussed at the Summit of the been the result of the introduction of economic
Americas II, which took place in Santiago, ChiLe reforms that privatized inward-Looking, state-
in ApriL 1998 (see Annex A). This document aLso dominated industries and caused them to become
reflects broader WorLd Bank priorities and its market driven, globaLLy oriented, and efficient.
duaL-pronged goaL of poverty alleviation and eco- GLobaLization and trade Liberalization have
nomic and sociaL growth. The Bank's activity in prompted severaL LAC governments to adopt eco-
education addresses both of these areas through nomic poLicies that focus on maintaining macro-
investment in human capitaL of the poor to raise economic stabiLity and providing an enabling
their earning potential and to increase the com- environment for private sector deveLopment. On
petitiveness and economic growth of countries. the social front, LAC governments are increasingly

adopting human resources policies that aim to
This chapter highLights the foLLowing recent create a quaLified and fLexibLe Labor force that wiLL
trends and chaLLenges that have motivated the reinforce the country's economic competitiveness.
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Meanwhile, markets are becoming increasingLy Lags behind other regions (such as the OECD
gLobal. Regional trade alliances such as MERCO- countries and those in Central Europe) in the
SUR, NAFTA, and ALCA have Lowered protectionist number of Internet users, although there has
barriers and exposed LAC countries to intense been an impressive increase in this number in
international competition. This has presented some LAC countries such as ChiLe and Mexico (see
governments with new opportunities for growth Figure 1.1). Therefore, it is vital that the educa-
and access to foreign capital and technology. tionaL systems in LAC countries teach chiLdren
However, it aLso means that they will need to the skills they need to keep up with the evolving
change their export base by increasing the value- technoLogicaL needs of industry.
added content (manufactured and knowLedge-
based products) of exports, which will require Both economic gLobaLization and technological
them to invest in sophisticated technoLogies and change are putting enormous pressure on coun-
in the skiLls and education of the workforce. tries to develop and capitaLize on their compara-

tive advantages in the globaL system. These
Another chaLLenge that LAC governments must trends have had far-reaching consequences even
face is the constant and rapid innovation in for high-income countries such as AustraLia,
information technology, particuLarLy in teLecom- Britain, Canada, and the United States. One of
munications and computer hardware and soft- the major weaknesses of LAC countries in the
ware. This has made it possible for information gLobal market today is a lack of human capital
and capitaL to be sent across nationaL borders in that has severely Limited their capacity to do
a fraction of a second, which has created both research and to introduce technoLogical innova-
unprecedented opportunities and significant tions. Thus, whether they can succeed in meeting
chalLenges for developing country governments. the chaLLenge of internationaL competition wiLl
One example of the rapid pace of technoLogicaL depend on how rapidLy they are abLe to diversify
change is the exponentiaL growth in Internet use their economies, upgrade the skills of the existing
during this decade throughout the world. LAC workforce, and prepare chiLdren to adjust to

Figure 1.1 Number of Internet Hosts, per OneO Million inhabitants in Selected
LCdCunitries
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changing economic circumstances when they As a resuLt of aLl these pressures, education has
enter the worLd of work. become a fundamental element of both the social

and economic policies of the governments of the
In this environment, there is a growing demand region. PoLicymakers are now debating the
for workers with higher education qualifications. amount and LeveL of schooLing required by their
Private returns (the additionaL income resuLting present and future labor force, and the type of
from the investments individuaLs make in addi- education that schooLs shouLd provide.
tionaL education) to university education have
been increasing during the past decade in Poverty and Inequality
Mexico, BraziL, and Argentina (see Figure 1.2).
Data for BraziL indicate that wage returns to uni- Poverty is stiLL so pervasive in LAC that reducing
versity education are greater than those to pri- its incidence is the greatest chalLenge facing
mary education, and these returns increase over policymakers. In 1993 approximately 156 miLLion
time (Barros and Ramos, 1996). ALready, there is peopLe (equaL to the population of BraziL) were
growing evidence that in Argentina, ChiLe, and estimated to be poor in the region. There were
Mexico, which have liberalized their trade 69 miLLion people Living in extreme poverty, the
regimes in recent years, wage disparities have majority of whom (almost 40 miLLion) lived in
increased, presumabLy because of growing gaps rural areas. According to ECLAC's 1998 esti-
in skiLL. This growing demand for educated work- mates, the percentage of poor househoLds in LAC
ers is putting considerabLe pressure on govern- did not change significantLy between 1970 (40
ments to expand the higher education sector. percent) and 1994 (39 percent). Figure 1.3 ilLus-
There is a danger that the poor, who are aLready trates the incidence of poverty in Latin America
in a vuLnerable position in society, will be further from 1950 to 1995. While the incidence of
disadvantaged unLess major efforts are made to poverty declined during that period, the
ensure that they have educationaL opportunities absolute number of poor people has continued
beyond primary school. to grow.

Figure 1.2 Private Returns to University Education
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In addition, LAC continues to be one of the least skilled workers tend to rise faster than the wages
egalitarian regions of the world. Figure 1.4 shows of those with fewer skills. In several LAC countries
a comparison of income inequalities in LAC, East (for example, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Honduras,

Asia and the Pacific, and Europe and Central Asia; Mexico, Paraguay, and Venezuela), the real earn-
that is, the ratio of the top quintile of the popu- ings of unskilled urban workers fell significantLy
lation to the bottom quintile in terms of their between 1990 and 1994, while those of profes-
share of the national income. sional and technical workers either increased or

decreased at a slower rate. Even in those countries
Education is one important explanation of why in which the real earnings of unskilLed workers
some peopLe have higher incomes than others. increased (such as Chile, Costa Rica, and
People who have had littLe education tend aLso to Uruguay), the real earnings of professionaL and

be less productive and are more likely to be unem- technical workers increased even more.

pLoyed and economically and socially marginaLized
than are people with more education. Consequently, The paradox is that education is a powerful means

education reduces inequality and poverty by for reducing poverty and inequality, but at the

enhancing the skills and productivity of the whole same time it can Lead to exclusion and marginaL-

population by equipping them with the skitls they ization. Thus, educating the poor is a social, eco-
need to adapt in voLatile economic times. nomic, and moral imperative and must be an

essential element of any strategy for eradicating
There is much concern that globalization and lib- poverty and ameliorating sociaL inequalities. One

eralization are increasing income disparities in the priority shouLd be implementing programs that
world economy both within and between coun- combine nutrition, health, and earLy childhood
tries. The share of world income owned by the education because they can reduce the effects of
richest 20 percent of countries increased by 14 poverty in the first stages of human development
percent between 1965 and 1990 (UNCTAD in The and enable children to concentrate and learn at
Economist, 1997). Within countries, the wages of schooL. For those among the poor who manage to

Figure 1.3 Poverty in Latin America, 19450-95
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Figure 1.4 Ratio of Top to Bottom Quintites Income Share, 1990s
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complete primary school, the priority should be to must be sustained by the broad-based participa-
make it easier for them to acquire a secondary tion of an educated and informed citizenry. An
and post-secondary education. educated popuLation is more likely to interest and

involve itself in how the country is run, thus
Democracy and Civil Society increasing participation in the democratic

process. The relationship between education and
In recent years many of the countries in the region the practice of participatory democracy can be
have been going through a transition from dicta- nurtured in the classroom because schools are
torship to democracy. In some countries (for exam- appropriate environments for helping children
pLe, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, El Salvador, develop critical reasoning for understanding the
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay, sociaL, ethical, and moral consequences of their
Peru, and Uruguay), this has involved a period of actions. In addition, adult education can teach
civil strife, which has come or is coming to an individuaLs and groups to understand and toLerate
end. AlL of the governments of the region except ethnic and other differences and show them how
Cuba are now elected, and their primary goal is to put democratic principles into practice.
national reconciliation because democracies need
to be built on the shared visions, common purpos- Given the current trend toward the decentraliza-
es, and collective actions of whole populations. tion of government functions and responsibilities,

national governments will need to develop local
This regionwide return to democracy presents capacity for managing social services. The climate
challenges that extend far beyond the eLection of of democracy that now permeates most countries
pubLic officers. These challenges incLude expand- in the region has led to an increase in the num-
ing participation in the political process, ber of private sector organizations that provide
strengthening democratic values and social cohe- sociaL services. This is a break with the historic
siveness, safeguarding human rights, and modern- trend of public sector dominance. To foster this
izing justice systems. For democracy to thrive it new attitude, during Summit of the Americas II
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LAC governments agreed that their educationaL tooL, became the responsibility of the state. For
curricula at aLL leveLs would aim to develop a most of the century LAC governments took a domi-
democratic cuLture, ethicaL values, and a spirit of nant roLe in aLL aspects of social organization,
cooperation and integrity. The Ministry of incLuding expansion of the pubLic education system
Education in Argentina, for exampLe, is imple- at all Levels. This meant that schools were subject
menting in the schools cLassroom activities aimed to highLy bureaucratic, centraLized management.
at cuLtivating civic vaLues. The program, caLLed
Education for Democracy, is being implemented in The decLine of the welfare state across the worLd
coLLaboration with CONCIENCIA (a LocaL non-gov- is affecting aLL of the countries in the region.
ernmental organization [NGO]), the CIVITAS net- What has been caLled the "reinvention of the
work, and the WorLd Bank. state' is based on severaL different goaLs: increas-

ing the efficiency of pubLic finances and the
Changes in the Role and essentiaL services provided by the government,
Organization of the State limiting the involvement of governments to those

activities that cannot be effectively performed by
Another factor complicating education sector the private sector, making service providers be
pLanning for the next decade is that the manage- more responsive to their clients, and promoting
ment of pubLic education in LAC countries is equity and the participation of stakehoLders in all
being radically restructured as a consequence of aspects of the management of sociaL services.
the recent reforms that are changing the state's
roLe in the economy and society. The effort to put these goals into practice has had

significant and long-term effects on education in
The roLe pLayed by the state has varied over the the region. WhiLe the role of the state remains to
centuries, which has resuLted in different promote the provision of basic education for all, it
approaches to education throughout the region's is no longer soLely responsibLe for actually provid-
history (PNUD, 1998). For exampLe, the coLoniaL ing the education itseLf. LocaL governments, com-
states in Latin America mirrored the organization munities, famiLies, individuaLs, and the private
of European society and estabLished a distinct sector now share that responsibility. Educational
sociaL pyramid. The coLoniaLists regarded education poLicymakers are redefining the responsibilities of
as an important tooL for spreading the language of locaL and central governments and promoting the
the empire, for converting the indigenous popuLa- deveLopment of new decision-making processes,
tion to CathoLicism, and for maintaining rigid incLuding decentraLization, schooL autonomy, priva-
social control by providing indigenous populations tization, and community participation in and eval-
with fewer educationaL opportunities than the uation of educational institutions. However, it is
European colonialists. The church, representing too soon to teLL what the shape of the education
the Crown, created schooLs and universities for the sector wiLL be in the era of the reinvented state.
coloniaLists and deveLoped non-formal education
programs for the native popuLation. The Demographic Transition

After the LAC countries gained independence, it At the threshoLd of the new millennium, the pop-
was necessary to build new nationaL identities uLation of the LAC region is changing in ways
based on the principle of democratic representa- that are having enormous ramifications for the
tion. Education, perceived by the founders of the education sector in all countries. While the popu-
new nations as the most effective nation-buiLding lation of the region has been growing substantiaL-
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ly, school-age children are becoming a smaller per- 70 percent of children aged 12 to 17 are enrolled in
centage of the population in most countries. school. However, in other countries that have pre-

dominantLy young populations (such as Honduras
Between 1950 and 1990, the population in LAC and Nicaragua), school enrollment rates are much
increased almost threefold, from 166 million to over lower, which suggests that these countries need to
440 million. The number of young peopLe below age focus on improving quality and expanding coverage.
15 nearly tripled from 66 million to 157 million, but
their share in the total population decLined from 40 Population growth varies from country to country. In
to 36 percent. The overall population of the region is some LAC countries (including Brazil, Chile, and
expected to grow to 742 million by 2030, although Jamaica), the total population is projected to
in the next 40 years the population below age 15 increase by about only 30 percent between 1995 and
will remain almost constant, at around 160 million. 2030. In others (such as Nicaragua), it will increase

more than 90 percent during the same period. The

Figure 1.5 shows the projected growth of the popula- growth of the child population can be illustrated by
tion between ages 6 and 18 (school age) in LAC. The the two extreme cases of ChiLe and Nicaragua (see
figures suggest that the growth of population Figure 1.6). In Nicaragua, where fertility rates and
between ages 6 and 18, which has been characteris- poputation growth are relativeLy high, the population
tic of the LAC region in the 20th century, will not aged 15 and under is also high (40 percent of the
continue in the 21st century. That age group will total population), while in Chile, young people com-
remain constant over the next 50 years. However, prise less than 30 percent of the population.
the pattern of popuLation transition varies from
country to country with corresponding variations in These shifts in the age structure of the population
the implications for their education systems. In some mean that governments are having to rethink their
countries in the region (such as Argentina, Chile, and social and expenditure policies to meet the chal-
Uruguay) that have aging populations (similar to lenges of providing adequate health, education, and
those in developed countries), it is estimated that social security to their changing populations. In

Figure 1.5 Projected Population Ages 6-18 in LAC, 1960-2050
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Figure 1.6 Children as Proportion of Total Population 1950-2040:
Selected Countries as Comparedtto LAC Region
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those countries with aging populations (for exam- Moreover, the current trend toward decentralizing

ple, Chile), there is going to be a growing need fiscal responsibilities has profound implications
for social and health services, and there will for the delivery of social services, particularly
inevitably be competition for scarce resources education. The government levels to which these

between the older population and children. responsibilities are being devolved will need to
However, the decrease in the share of the school- improve their management capacities if they are
age population in the population as a whoLe (see to meet the needs for access and quality. The
Figure 1.6) should enable governments to redirect shrinking population of young peopLe in the

some of their resources to improve the quality of region in the 21st century wilt provide both new
education. opportunities and challenges to the educationaL

authorities in the region.
New Climate of Reform

In the knowLedge-based society of today, the
These trends both affect and are influenced by links between technology, market forces, poverty,
education. For nations to participate competitive- democracy, and education are stronger than ever
ly in a global economy, current and future workers before. At the 1998 Summit of the Americas, the
need to be educated and trained in the skills that [AC governments made education a high priority
will be in demand in the future. In addition, edu- as the means to achieve the 'competitiveness and
cating the poor is necessary to reduce pervasive productivity required by modern economies,' and
inequalities and poverty, and to prevent the poor to allow their populations "to contribute as wor-
from being economically and socialty marginal- thy citizens to their respective societies" (Summit
ized. Social cohesion and democratic participation of the Americas II, 1998). In addition to this col-
cannot be achieved unless all citizens are educat- Lective commitment, the government of each

ed and taught 'a spirit of cooperation and country in the region has pledged itself to reform
integrity" (Summit of the Americas II, 1998). its education system to meet the many chattenges

of the new mirlennium.
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CHAPTER TWO pre-schooL education has evolved to mean educa-
EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS tion aimed at chiLdren aged three to six, whiLe

the terms "earLy childhood education" or "initiaL
"Education is thefoundation education" have come to signify the period from

of peoples' prospenty. " birth to age three.
-Benito Juarez, 1806-72

Early childhood education is rapidLy expanding. In
Over the past 30 years, Latin American and several countries (for exampLe, BoLivia, Jamaica,
Caribbean countries have improved their educa- and Peru), poor children are beginning to benefit
tional systems in ways that refLect educationaL from the pre-schooL experience, aLthough signifi-
trends worLdwide. This has been the case particu- cant inequaLities still persist between rich and poor
larly during the 1990s, when the governments of children and between urban and rural chiLdren.
the region have shown an increasing commitment Many LAC governments are adopting earLy chiLd-
to education and to the impLementation of educa- hood deveLopment programs that include health,
tional reforms. There are variations from country nutrition, and education services for very young
to country in terms of reforms and achievements. children, and often the child's famity and commu-
These variations in educationaL advancement are nity are encouraged to invoLve themseLves in the
reflected in indicators on each of the different implementation and management of the program.
educationaL levels; however, the region as a whole
has had several important successes: EarLy chiLdhood interventions vary by the focus of

the intervention (chiLdren, parents, community
There has been a widening of access to edu- agents), the site of the program (speciaLly
cation at aLL leveLs throughout the region, designed centers, churches or other community
especiaLLy to primary education. faciLities, homes), and the deLivery system (pro-

* Institutional capacity at the nationaL and fessionaL educators, paraprofessionaLs, trained
state Levels has been strengthened in alL parents). In contrast to the solid evidence on the
countries. general benefits of earLy chiLdhood interventions,

: SeveraL countries in the region have experi- information on the cost and effectiveness of
mented with educational innovations, such as aLternative deLivery options is difficult to come by
distance education on teLevision. (Waiser, 1998).

* The private sector is increasingLy providing
educationaL services, especially at the tertiary Net enroLLment rates in pre-schooL education in LAC
Level, and heLping to improve the quaLity of have increased steadiLy, even during the "Lost
pubLic schooLs. decade" of the 1980s when social programs were

* NGOs are also increasingLy providing services severeLy affected by the worLd economic crisis. Net
in both the formaL and non-formaL education enroLLment rose from 3.4 percent in 1960 to nearLy
sectors. 23 percent in 1996. In the case of Mexico, at the

Expansion of Access to Education beginning of 1980 onLy 2 out of 10 chiLdren were
enroLLed in pre-school, yet, by the end of the decade,
the number enroLLed had risen to 6 out of 10.

There has been a widening of access to education
at alL LeveLs throughout the region. More and There is great variation in the Level of coverage of
more countries in the region extend educational pre-schooL education in the region, which is reLat-
services to younger chiLdren. The definition of
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ed only in part to per capita income (Myers, (1538), Mexico (1551), and Peru (1551), and were
1996). Some low-income countries, such as Cuba modeled after the universities of SaLamanca and
and Jamaica, are ranked highest in the region in ALcaLa in Spain. For centuries, universities have
terms of pre-schooL coverage. educated the professionaL cLasses, faciLitating social

mobiLity within the [imitations of the existing sociaL
LAC countries can be grouped into three cate- structure, and were centers for sociaL and poLiticaL
gories according to pre-schooL enroLLment rates: reforms. During the Last 50 years the number of uni-
countries with enrollment of 50 percent or higher versities and other post-secondary institutions in
(ChiLe, Costa Rica, Cuba, Guyana, Jamaica, and LAC increased fivefoLd. In 1994, over 7.4 miLLion
Mexico); countries with enroLLments between 25 students were enroLLed in a wide range of post-sec-
and 50 percent (Argentina, BoLivia, Brazil, ondary institutions that incLuded both traditional
CoLombia, Haiti, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and non-traditional pubLic and private universities,

and Venezuela); and those with enroLLment rates technicaL institutes, professionaL schooLs, and open
beLow 25 percent (the Dominican Republic, (distance) universities.
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and Trinidad and Tobago) (see Map 1 The grouping of countries according to higher
in Annex C). education enrollment refLects a somewhat differ-

ent pattern from enroLLment rates at the Lower

Primary education is now nearLy universal in the levels. Argentina, ChiLe, Costa Rica, Panama, Peru,
LAC region. However, primary schooL compLetion Uruguay, and VenezueLa have the highest tertiary
rates vary wideLy. While in Uruguay, 93 percent of enroLLment rates of the region (over 25 percent).
chiLdren enroLLed in primary schooL reach grade Bolivia, CoLombia, the Dominican Republic, EL
five, in other countries, such as the Dominican Salvador, and Mexico form a second group, with
RepubLic, onLy 14 percent reach that LeveL (see enroLLment rates between 15 and 25 percent (see
Map 2 in Annex C). Progress is aLso being made in Map 4 in Annex C).
many countries to increase secondary school
enroLLments. In ChiLe in 1970 only 4 out of 10 For the region as a whoLe, in 1991 net enrolLment
schooL-age chiLdren had access to secondary rates reached 84.9 percent for chiLdren of prima-
school; today, 8 out of 10 do. Several other coun- ry-schooL age (ages 6 to 11), 36.1 percent for
tries-incLuding Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, children of secondary-schooL age (12 to 17), and
Nicaragua, and Trinidad and Tobagoaehave dou- 16.9 percent for youths of higher-education age
bLed their secondary schooL enrollment rates since (18 to 22) (as shown by Figure 2.1). Moreover,
1970. In Argentina, Chile, Cuba, Guyana, Jamaica, aduLt Literacy rates rose from 76 percent to 86
and Uruguay the secondary net enrollment rate is percent between 1970 and 1990. While gender
over 55 percent. Costa Rica, Colombia, Mexico, differences in access to schooling have tended to
Panama, and Peru have secondary net enrolLment disappear at aLL LeveLs, they persist in many rural
rates between 40 and 55 percent. The rest of the and indigenous communities.

countries have Lower net enroLLment rates at this
Level (see Map 3 in Annex C). The educational deveLopment of LAC countries

could be described by the education index (a

Higher education in Latin America and the Caribbean composite measure of aduLt Literacy and average
dates from the 16th century. The first universities in years of schooling deveLoped by UNDP). Three sets
America were founded in the Dominican Republic of countries can be distinguished using this indica-

tor: countries of high educational development
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(Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, Guyana, Peru, A similar situation exists in Brazit, where average
Trinidad and Tobago, and Uruguay); countries with years of schooLing range from 4.1 in the north-

medium educational deveLopment (Brazil, east region of the country to 6.2 in the south-
CoLombia, Ecuador, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama, eastern states. Net primary enrollment is as Low
Paraguay, and VenezueLa); and countries with Low as 64 percent in the northeast region, but reaches
educationaL deveLopment (BeLize, Bolivia, the 79 percent in the southern states. An even
Dominican RepubLic, EL SaLvador, GuatemaLa, Haiti, greater disparity is iLLustrated by net upper sec-
Honduras, and Nicaragua) (see Figure 2.2). ondary enroLLment rates, which range from 13 per-

cent in the Northeast to 35 percent in the South.
Disparities in educationaL deveLopment exist not The nature of these inequaLities is discussed fur-
only across countries but within countries, partic- ther in Chapter 3.
ularLy in Large countries. Mexico is a typical exam-
pLe. While the country as a whole has achieved Figure 2.4 indicates the gap between actual
nearLy universaL enroLLment at the primary level, enroLLment and the two key goaLs set by LAC gov-
severaL states have primary completion rates ernments at the Summit of the Americas in 1994
beLow 60 percent. A second grouping of states and 1998, nameLy, primary schooLing for everyone
has reached at [east 60 percent completion of pri- and secondary education for 75 percent of young
mary education, but enroLLment and completion peopLe. As Figure 2.4 shows, the gap is stiLL sub-
rates at the lower-secondary Level remain Low. The stantial, which means that achieving these goaLs
Mexican states most advanced in providing access wiLl require concerted effort by each country.
to quaLity education demonstrate compLetion
rates of at Least 65 percent at the primary leveL Institutional DeveLopment
and greater than 50 percent for lower secondary.
The varied nature of the educational challenge In addition to the direct benefits provided to
(further discussed in Chapter 3) resulting from children and youth, this extraordinary expansion
uneven educational development within Mexico is of educationaL systems in LAC stimuLated the cre-
illustrated in Figure 2.3. ation of a wide range of pubLic and private educa-

Figure 2.1 Latin America and the Caribbean Net Enrollment Rates
by School-Age Group (%), 1990-96
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tionaL institutions. These institutions are now have transferred to them the responsibility for
affected by profound changes in the role and delivering social services to their local communi-
organization of the state. A sign of ties. This decentralization has the potential to
this change is that many of the region's central increase responsiveness and accountability of ser-
governments formaLLy recognize the autonomy of vice providers and to improve service delivery in
Local and regional authorities and subsequently aLL of the social sectors.
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Figure 2.3
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In the past, ministries of education in LAC were decentralized segments of their operations. They
usuaLLy Large and highLy centralized in their deci- are currently modernizing their management
sionmaking. In recent years, driven by the need information systems and their institutional-Learn-
to contain public spending, some governments ing mechanisms (research, evaLuation, and poLicy
have cut back their state bureaucracies and anaLysis) in recognition that their primary respon-

Figure 2.4 Population and Resource Requirement Projections:
Summit of the Americas Enrollment Goals
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sibilities are now poLicymaking, promoting sociaL Another recent deveLopment is the organization
equity, and providing quality control for services of national systems of science and technoLogy.
throughout the sector. ALL ministries of education This invoLves a Limited number of research univer-
in the region now evaLuate services in terms of sities, speciaLized NGOs, and sLowly growing sci-
key outcomes such as schooL enroLlment and entific and academic groups. Graduate education
achievement. NationaL tests for monitoring how is being strengthened in severaL countries as weLL.
weLL students learn were initialLy adopted in Between 1991 and 1994, the number of graduate
Brazil, ChiLe, Colombia, Costa Rica, Mexico, and programs in Latin American and Caribbean univer-
severaL Caribbean countries and, in the Last five sities increased from 2,189 to 8,615, most of
years, have been adopted in nearly aLL countries which were at the masters leveL.
and by severaL provinces in Brazil and Mexico (see
Figure 2.5 and TabLe 1, Annex B). Innovations

A number of countries established a system of Contributions from education, heaLth, and Labor
evaLuation and accreditation for higher educationaL units of the governments, the private sector,
institutions to improve the quaLity of teaching and national foundations, and NGOs make the LAC
Learning that they provide. In ChiLe, for exampLe, a region one of the Leaders in educational innova-
higher education council was created in 1990 to tion worldwide. EDUCO in EL SaLvador, Escuela
accredit new educational institutions. In Colombia Nueva and Conexiones in Colombia, Eduquemos a
a 1992 Law created a nationaL accreditation coun- ta Nina in Guatemala, Enlaces in ChiLe, PRONOEI in
ciL responsible for assisting any institution that Peru, and Telecurso 2000 in Brazil incorporate
wished to be accredited. Many governments in the innovative techniques to expand education oppor-
region are in the process of seeking additional tunities to girLs and rural children and to improve
funds for their higher education institutions and teaching and Learning.
now aLLocate their own funds to institutions
according to transparent performance criteria.

Figure 2.5 Assessment of Educational Quality: LAC Testing Systems
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During the Last several decades technology has teacher training. The modaLities have incLuded
been employed to meet the demands for innov- interactive radio, cassettes, and more recently,
ative solutions to educationaL problems at aLL telecenters.
instructionaL levels, particularLy those arising
from perceived gaps in the formal delivery of Some of these experiences date back to the 1960s
instruction. For exampLe, distance education in and earLier, aLthough the majority remain pilot
its diverse forms has been used to reach rural projects. One project, Mexico's Telesecundaria,
schooLchiLdren at the primary and secondary which was created over 30 years ago to meet
leveLs and to support teachers in these loca- ruraL education needs in Mexico, is stiLL held up
tions (and eLsewhere) through in-service as a model of its kind (see Box 2.1).

Box 2.1
I , . , . , . . , . . . . . -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~......

TELESECUNDARIA IN ?4--ICO

Tetesetindaria schoos are a good example of the spirit of innovation in education that is note through--
out the LAC regon. These schools prvide a combination vof distance and _on-site secondary -ed for
grades seven to nine in rural areas ofJ Mexico where sch or oteach'rs e in short supply afd educations of
poor quality. Lessors are delivered by- means of television prrams b st on ED , Mexic-s duationa
broadcast system, and transmitted through Sotidardad 1, a government sateite, to 13,785 schools inn tw ses-
-sion daiLy. Special trained classroom teachers itate dscuss and i:nordinate leaming actviies based
on content provided in the broadcast lessons.,

A schol can be equipped and wired to receive Tetesecuandadd broadcasts for a total cost of US$2,. ehnca

adaptations are made where necessary. For example, 10 percent of T-deiecundar?a schools use solar power to
overcome electricty infrastructure limitations. A Te(e.aecundaria school cam be set up the request o the_locat

community provided that they can demonsrate that hobl graduates iLL p1rticipate Uand -
that appropriate facites are availabte; The Mexican Ministry of Education then provide a teachet, a teevisioh.

set, a satellite dish, a decoder to decomp-ress satelte sgnls, ano istrutonal pror, ad ttbooks.

Today, 16 percent of lower secondary students in the coury attend -Telecundaria programs inste tradi-.
tional or technial schoo. Th eduan reei emphaizes secetere atti , a l partci

pation, the practical appliatio of lesson, aind student presentatioto ir tommun. The ctricuum is
designed to be adaptable to students' peeds; to theJcal context, and to aJai esources. Theteaches

guide describes the possibLe constraints that teachers may face *en the imted aaiabitly of tearniing
riats and tools and suggests ways to overcome these tonstraints.-

With supprt from theL Wortd Bank, the Mexican Government.has _ow initiateCequivalept prgrams for adults,
In future, Tetesecundarit schools- wil be able to acicesthe rnet va dEscOL whi began in 1 S a a
computer tech g project aimed at seventh to -inth gra ders., -Tesendris s-ird similar e ti
technology project in Costa Rica-(1997),' Panama (1995)W, and ElSaWdor (1499).-

Sourae Calaeroni, JOS& 1998. Telese n Using lY to &ing E4ucfdtn; To,ura to
Education anid -Tenolog Techncal Notes eies, W. 3.3 N-o.-2, eucaTn andI TechiologyTn i mumn.
Devetopment Network-Education, Washington, -kWorld Bank. .
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Another exampLe of a WorLd Bank program is Private Sector Involvement
World Links, which promotes interactive Learning
communities for capacity building in several The private sector is becoming increasingly
countries around the world, incLuding BraziL, involved in providing educational services, manag-
Chile, Paraguay, and Peru. By the year 2000, ing public schools, and supporting specific school
World Links will have a network of 1,500 sec- programs in LAC countries. In general, private ini-
ondary schooLs in 40 countries, faciLitating com- tiatives are most prevaLent in those parts of the
munication and the dissemination of information education sector where public coverage historicaLLy
and ideas across nationaL borders by [inking stu- has been Limited; that is, earLy childhood and ter-
dents and teachers to gLobal information and tiary education. NevertheLess, in some countries
communication resources. Through programs Like (for example, Argentina and Colombia), nearly 20
World Links, the Bank wiLl help schools design percent of primary school students and over 20
effective computer-based collaborative Learning percent of secondary school students are enroLLed
experiences for students. in private schools. An increasing number of gov-

ernments in the region see the involvement of the
TechnoLogy has also been used at the tertiary level. private sector as a potential solution to many
As a result, a range of institutional modeLs for deliv- educational problems. Not only does private sector
ery of distance learning programs has grown out of invoLvement increase the actuaL number of student
traditional universities as a means of addressing pLaces, but it also improves quality by fostering
probLems of access, equity, and cost-effectiveness, competition for public finance between pubLic and
and as a means of expanding access or fiLLing spe- private providers.
ciaLized gaps in LocaL teaching programs.

An example of the competition for public finance
A recent innovation in the region has been the is illustrated by the use of vouchers and schoLar-
development of the Virtual University (VU) of the ships in severaL LAC countries. The Chilean gov-
Monterrey Institute of TechnoLogy in Mexico, ernment was a pioneer in the use of vouchers to
which builds on the Interactive SateLLite aLLow parents to choose the school to which they
EducationaL System (SEIS) and uses technologies sent their chiLdren, and encouraged competition
in teLecommunications, electronic networks, and between pubLic and private schooLs by allocating
multimedia. The VU extends educational services pubLic resources to schools based on enroLLment.
to universities, secondary schools, continuing Colombia aLso used a voucher system to assist
education institutes, and companies not onLy poor families in sending their chiLdren to better
within Mexico but in other countries in the LAC quality schools. Trinidad and Tobago awarded
region and the U.S. and Canada. The deveLopment grants to famiLies to send their chiLdren to pri-
of such distance Learning centers using interac- vate secondary schooLs. (These grants are for the
tive communications provides the region with an students who pass the placement exam at grade
opportunity to raise the quaLity of teaching in five but who cannot be accommodated by the
key discipLinary areas to a competitive interna- public system because of a shortage of pLaces.)
tionaL LeveL and to expand access to higher edu-
cation in cost-effective ways. The African Virtual One exampLe of a pubLic/private partnership is
University, piloted with World Bank support, is a the Fey Alegnra schools, which are operated in 12
consortium of anglophone and francophone uni- countries by religious organizations and receive
versities in Africa, and suggests the possibiLity for public subsidies. These schools show how efficien-
adoption and deveLopment in the LAC region. cy can be increased and services expanded
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Box 2.2

COLLABORATION BETWEEN THE PUBLI SETR ANMD NM-.
FOCUSED ON THE POOR: -f Y AWLRIA

Workieg together,,the public and NGO sectors can enhance the effectivene of their educational e terprise
and reduce government eenditures. One example of this kind of partnership iS te reienwide pgra in
by the NGO Fe y Ateg4 (FyA-faith atdJay). These are forrmal ad non-formal et progs aim at
meeting those needs tat are b d the scope aia rma pubic education administered by the
state. Created in 1955 by the Jesuits, Fey Akegr5s purpose is to provide al ucati r hren.
It operates scho6ts in 12 Latin American countres-and has tiained i5,Z14 teachers.

fety Ateda responds to demands fom local communities for better educatsonat srvice!;*hen naional ovrr---
ents o not have the fuds to do so thersWves. The number o-f8FyA eduatioa ed SlO-

cartl from 52 to 514 durin-the year of economic ajus in Latin America as a response to -mitatons
-on puic spending on soial servces anda tackof potitiat wil to wid eductonaL coerae. rte sector
organizations, such as F, rceive plic subiies tD pr e edUcational services wer regutar pub,scdhoo
coverage is tacking.

In the case of al Fy educational centers, Ocal communitiesconstruct the physic, facilities, manage te cen-'

ters, and make decisions about the services they provide. Accountability to locaL pople is a key elementi

'th FA approch i order oner tra a sense of local wneship. Althouh hg d rates

have plagued the LAC region, these rates have been markedty towe at the FyA centers than at gvernme nt-
managed sctools With, the participation of the ocat community, the support of private organizatior, and

thrugh m with governments, FA has b a ile edo l a t fr t poor

through public/private partnerships (see Box 15 years. This LargeLy unplanned phenomenon has
2.2). In VenezueLa, associations of NGOs and been particuLarly remarkabLe in the Dominican
foundations, with the help of private companies, Republic, EL Salvador, Paraguay, and VenezueLa. In
have founded schooLs as aLternatives to poor- fact, in severaL countries in the region, a majority
quaLity pubLic schools and expensive private insti- of higher education students study at private
tutions (for exampLe, escuelas integrales and institutions (see Figure 2.6), aLthough in some
escuelas comunitarias). In the state of Sao Paulo, countries, like Chile, private higher education
Brazil, a coaLition of private companies supports institutions receive pubLic funds. In addition, the
the improvement of pubLic education by testing region has been a pioneer in the development of
public school students to identify educational student loan mechanisms for tertiary education.
needs not being met (see Box 2.3). Although financiaL probLems affect many existing

schemes, several of these institutions (such as the
Enrollment in private higher education institutions privateLy financed FUNDAPEC in the Dominican
has grown more rapidly in Latin American than in RepubLic, ICETEX in CoLombia, and ICEES in
any other region of the world. With few exceptions Mexico) have successfuLLy provided students with
(Argentina, Bolivia, Cuba and Uruguay), the pro- financial aid to meet the growing demand for
portion of students attending private institutions higher education.
in the region more than doubled during the last
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The large private sector role in education in the The Third Sector
region is refLected in the growing importance of
private sector finance. Compared to the average Educationa[ founidations, research centers, and
private sector financial Contribution of 1.2 per- NGOs add a dimension of participation by civil

cent of GDP in OECD countries, several Latin society in educationaL development that is unique
American countries exhibit a much Larger financ- to the LAC region. Between 1965 and 1995 the
ing role for the private sector. ChiLe, for exampLe, number of NGOs involved in education in Latin

estimates its private sector finance at 2.6 per- America and the Caribbean increased more than
cent of GNP and Peru at 2 percent of GNP (see eightfoLd. These organizations have prompted
Table 3 in Annex). many changes in the education sector over the

past 30 years, especiaLLy during the economically
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Figure 2.6 Enrotlment in Private Higher Education (%)
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turbuLent 1980s, when governments dramaticaLLy A 1996 survey identified 135 NGOs working in

reduced their spending on social services. During education in 18 LAC countries (see Figure 2.7).

that time the number of education-oriented NGOs Many have a long history of service-for exampLe,
in the region actuaLLy doubLed to fiti this gap and the CarLos Chagas Foundation in Brazil, CEBIAE
meet growing sociaL needs. Since 1985, the num- (Centro de Investigaci6n y Acci6n Educativa) in
ber of NGOs that speciatize in teacher training, in Bolivia, CINDE (Centro Internacionat de DesarrotLo

the design of cLassroom materials, in girls' and Humano) in CoLombia, Foro Educativo in Peru,
women's education, Literacy, and nonformaL edu- CAAP (Centro de Acci6n Popular) in Ecuador, Foro
cation dramatically increased as welL. Juvenil in Uruguay, and more recentLy the

Figure 2.7 Growth in Number of NGOs Working in Education in LAC
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Jamaica Computer Society Educational Foundation social progress in deveLoping countries. In 1997
(JCSEF). More than half of the 135 NGOs coordi- the U.N. classified 14 LAC countries as "high
nate their research, training, and other activities human deveLopment nations." These
with other LocaL NGOs, national and municipaL countrieseAntigua and Barbuda, Argentina, the
governments, and international cooperating Bahamas, Barbados, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
deveLopment agencies. Dominica, Grenada, Mexico, Panama, Trinidad and

Tobago, Uruguay, and VenezueLaaeare not high-
Private research centers are the Leading producers income societies, and are, therefore, abLe to
of sociaL science and policy research in the non- advance their human deveLopment goals despite

profit sector in Latin America. They have played an economic constraints.
infLuentiaL roLe in deveLoping educational innova-
tions; providing poLicy anaLysis to promote sociaL However, the record is not entirely positive.
development; evaluating sociaL programs; and Performance in terms of enrollment, completion,
keeping researchers, education practitioners, and and average Level of attainment has been poor
the international community aware of each others relative to national expectations and compared to
activities. Successful educational research centers other regions, particuLarLy given the demands
include CIDE in Chile, CEE in Mexico, GRADE in imposed by a rapidly changing gLobal environ-
Peru, CEPES in Paraguay, Instituto SER in Colombia, ment (see Chapter 1). Although most children in
and FLACSO in several countries. These centers are the region have access to primary schooLing,
a great asset to education in the region. inequaLities of access remain between children

from poor families and those from better-off fami-
Significant Challenges Remain lies. In addition, the quality of teaching and

many faciLities is Low, which limits the effective-
Unprecedented quantitative and qualitative ness of what is taught, and the reLevance of sec-
achievements have been attained by most LAC ondary and higher education to the world of work
countries in a short time. Some of these achieve- is tenuous, which holds back social and economic
ments have been recognized by the internationaL growth. The next chapter describes the economic
community. The United Nations has devised a and sociaL constraints facing LAC governments as
human deveLopment index (a combined measure they begin to put together comprehensive nation-
of life expectancy, educational attainment, and al strategies for education in preparation for the
access to basic resources) as a way of assessing gLobaL society of the next century.
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CHAPTER THREE The Widening Competitive Gap
CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CHALLENGES

The disparity in the Level of human resource
"The child does not go to school only to development among LAC countries and other

learn but to develop the ability to leam. regions is growing steadily. This disparity is
-Jose Pedro Varela, 1845-79 graphicaLLy apparent in aLL key educationaL out-

comes-secondary schooL enroLLment rates, schooL
Despite aLL the efforts that have been made in the attaiment, paryici on inrhighenreatin ,
recent past and a growing poLiticaL commitment anthenmertofrscientist an engieersc pro-
to educational reform, some severe Limitations in duced by the system.
the educational system stiLL hamper deveLopment
of the region. The impLementation of reforms is The educationaL LeveL of the LAC laborforce is
painfuLLy sLow, and most countries in the region comparatively Low. The average duration of
will not meet Summit of the America II objectives schooLing for a worker in OECD countries is 11.1
with their current efforts. Five formidabLe chal- . . . .
Lenges stiLL face the countries of Latin America yer,adiEstAa(xcungCn)its8.
aendes sthel Caribea the countHes of LatinAmerlca years. However, the average for LAC workers is
and the Caribbean: onLy 5.4 years (UNDP, 1994). This gap may widen

because many countries (for example, OECD coun-
t The gap in educational performance and com- tries) are aiming to increase the educationaL

petitiveness between LAC and other regions attainment of their Labor force over the next

of the worLd is widening. decades. This Large and growing gap between the
* Inequalities in access to education, schoot education of workers in LAC and those in the rest

readiness, school attendance, educational of the worLd is dramaticaLLy apparent in terms of
environments, and learning outcomes stiLl both productivity and wage levels.
pervade education in the region.

* Both the quaLity and outcomes of the educa- Progress in educationaL attainment varies consid-
tionaL systems of the region need to be erably in LAC countries. Some countries, Like
improved. Jamaica, initiated their reform efforts before

: What is taught needs to be made more other countries in the region and have sustained
relevant to evoLving economic and sociaL a subsequent increase in schooL attainment. Other
realities. countries have made substantiaL improvements

* There is a pressing need to improve sector during the Last 10 years through a series of edu-
management and institutions in the context cationaL reforms, (EL SaLvador), whiLe others
of educationaL reforms. (Nicaragua) set Lower attainment targets and feLL

further behind (see Figure 1 in Annex B).
Countries are hampered in impLementing the nec-

essary educationaL reforms by weaknesses in their Increasing the number of peopLe who acquire
institutionaL framework (formaL and informaL rules secondary schooling is vitaL for increasing human
and poLicies). There are few adequate incentives capital, and has been an important factor in the
for change, weak accountabiLity mechanisms, poor economic performance of some Asian countries
information and evaluation systems, and Lack of (World Bank, 1993; Baker and Holsinger, 1997).
participation of famiLies and communities, all of However, the slow expansion of secondary
which are needed to sustain reform efforts. schooL enroLLment in LAC countries has perpetu-

ated inequaLities, impeded economic growth,
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and constrained the growth of enroLlment in and welL-educated labor force to be competitive
higher education. in the gLobal marketplace. Most LAC countries

have gross enroLLment rates in higher education
In 1970, Uruguay had higher secondary school institutions of between 10 and 25 percent, com-
enroltment rates than either Spain and Portugal pared to an average enroLLment rate in OECD
(58.7, 52.3, and 51.1 percent, respectively). countries of 51 percent, and in the RepubLic of
However, both Spain and PortugaL achieved univer- Korea, one of the most advanced Southeastern
saL secondary education quickLy, while this goaL Asian countries, of 47 percent. In fact, severaL
proved to be eLusive in Uruguay. In the same year, OECD countries are moving rapidly toward univer-
Argentina had higher secondary schooL enrollment sal participation at the tertiary level.
rates than the RepubLic of Korea. However, by 1994,
all Korean children attended secondary school, but Figure 3.2 shows the relative expansion of higher
as many as 37 percent of Argentine children Lacked education enrollment rates in some countries and
this opportunity. Guyana and PoLand had compara- the stagnation of higher education enrollment
ble secondary enroLLment rates in 1980 (78 percent rates in others. In 1980, Mexico and Korea had
and 77 percent, respectively), but by 1994 Poland's similar higher education enrollment rates (14.3
enroLLment rates had increased to 96 percent and percent and 14.7 percent, respectively), whereas,
Guyana's had faLLen to 76 percent (see Figure 3.1). 14 years later, Korea had tripLed its higher educa-
Meanwhile, secondary schooL enroLLment rates in tion enroLLment (to 52 percent), whiLe Mexico's
some countries of the region (such as Costa Rica, rate remained stagnant. Rates have aLso remained
the Dominican Republic, and Nicaragua) have not stagnant in BraziL and Guatemala. In the same
increased for almost 15 years. year (1980), Cuba, Greece, and IreLand had com-

parable enrollment rates. By 1994, Cuba's enroll-
Enrollment rates in tertiary education in LAC for ment rate had dropped by 3.4 percent, while both
the most part have remained Low, despite the Greece and IreLand almost doubled enrolLment
growing need for LAC countries to have a skiLled rates during the same period.

Figure 3.1 Secondary Education Gross EnroLlment 1980, 1994,
SeLected Countres
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LAC universities are hampered by the quantita- As a result of the limitations of the higher educa-
tive and quaLitative limitations of their graduate tion systems of Latin America and the Caribbean,

programs, which represent 2.4 percent of overaLl the scientific and technological infrastructure is

tertiary enroLlment. The majority of graduate inadequate to respond to the needs of a knowl-
education programs are professionaL and master's edge-based economy. In LAC countries, important
degree programs rather than doctoraL programs. indicators for research and development, such as
In 1992, only 12 percent of graduate students in expenditures in science and technoLogy, the num-
the region were enrolLed in doctoraL programs, ber of research institutions, and the proportion of
and three of every four of the region's doctoraL the Labor force who are scientists and engineers,

students were in Brazil. OnLy 1 out of 100 univer- Lag behind other regions of the world. In 1993,
sity professors in pubLic universities in BoLivia Mexico's Labor force consisted of 33.65 million

has a doctorate. In Colombia, this figure is 2.2 peopLe, twice the size of Spain's Labor force of
out of 100 and, in Mexico, it is 3.5 out of 100. 15.26 million peopLe. However, Spain had
Brazil has the best prepared pubLic university 121,000 researchers that year, aLmost six times
faculty of the region. Nevertheless, fewer than 25 more than Mexico. In 1996, the number of
percent of staff at public universities have doc- researchers per thousand in the Labor force was
torates (Figure 3.3). Building up research capaci- 3.17 in Portugal, but only 0.55 in Brazil. These
ty, educating highLy skilled university professors, are not promising statistics for Mexico and
and producing graduates with advanced technical Brazil-two of the largest economies in LAC (see
and manageriat skills may be difficult under these Figure 2 in Annex B).
circumstances. Higher education as a whoLe has
been slow to capitaLize on new technoLogies, to BraziL and Mexico are also the two Largest
integrate itseLf into the international community exporters of high technology in LAC, yet they
of scholars and scientists, to broaden its finan- invested only 0.4 and 0.2 percent of their respec-
cial base, and to adopt more businesstike man- tive GNPs in research and development in 1992.
agement techniques. In contrast, the Republic of Korea and Israel

Figure 3.2 Higher Education Gross Enrollment 1980, 1994, Selected Countries
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Figure 3.3 Percent of PubLic University Faculty with DoctoraL Degrees,
1992-94, Selected LAC CounItres
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invested 2.1 percent and Singapore invested 0.9 Inequality
percent. Most Latin American and Caribbean
countries invest [ess than 0.5 percent of their EducationaL inequaLities in Latin America can be
GNP in research and development. In addition, traced back to coLonial times when, in 1503,

the contribution of the private sector to research Queen Isabel of Spain established the institution
and deveLopment in [AC is relatively smaLl corn- of encomienda, which encouraged native
pared to Canada and the United States, where pri- Americans to work in the colonial territories in
vate enterprises share more than half of all exchange for some kind of education. During that
research expenditures. The private sector would time, the first schools for the descendants of the
have to double its financing of research and cotoniaists were organized. Centuries later, the
development in Latin America (from 24 percent) founders of the nations of the Americas recog-
to approach the public/private ratio that prevails nized that ignorance had prevented indigenous
in most industrialized countries. peopLe from "acquiring knowLedge, power, and

civic virtue," indispensable for managing 'the sci-
The lack of an appropriate environment for scientif- ence of government, as Sim6n BoLivar said in his
ic and technological development is the reason why speech to the Congress of Angostura in 1819. By
the region contributes so little to global knowledge the 19th century the poor and indigenous poputa-
and applied research. The representation of the tions were effectively excluded from the educa-
region in internationaLjournals, patents, royalty tion systems in the region.
receipts, and internationaL awards is very modest as
weLl. Non-residents account for most patents in LAC Inequality in access to education, school readi-
countries. Those countries in the world that have a ness, school attendance, educational environ-
high proportion of scientists and researchers in ments, and Learning outcomes still pervade
their labor force tend to be more inventive, as evi- education in the region. This point is emphasized
denced by the ratio of patent applications to popu- in the Inter-American Development Bank's
lation size (see Figure 3 in Annex B). 1998-1999 report, Facing Up to Inequality in
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Latin America. Poor children have Less access to femaLes in the Labor market in most countries of
schooLing and have fewer opportunities to deveL- the region. Such wage differentiaLs can be the
op the necessary skiLls to benefit from schooLing result of either differences in skiLLs or differences
than non-poor children. The wealthy and upper- in treatment, that is, from discrimination by
middle social classes benefit disproportionateLy employers. Studies (PsacharopouLos and
from the best educationaL services in the region. Tzannatos, 1992) have shown that these earning
Recent estimates suggest that bareLy 2 percent of differentials are primarily the resuLt of discrimina-
the popuLation with speciaL educationat needs due tion. The schooL can play a crucial roLe in chang-
to physical, sensory, or mentaL disabiLity are ing the gender stereotypes that have perpetuated
receiving any form of specialized services in LAC. such sociaL inequaLities, of which the differences

in earnings are but one symptom. Research into
AvaiLable data on access does not reveaL signifi- gender stereotypes in instructional materials,
cant gender disparities in the region. Indicators teacher attitudes, and classroom interaction wilL
of efficiency and quality of education do reveaL assist in helping target future interventions to
some inequaLities in, for exampLe, attainment on increase educationaL opportunities for girls.
achievement tests in mathematics (TuLic, 1998).
Although recent data from household surveys Improving the quaLity of basic education for the
(Waiser, 1997) indicate few disparities in net poor and underserved, extending the coverage of
enroLLment between girls and boys in poor areas, earLy childhood education, and expanding access
there is an urgent need for gender-disaggregated to upper-secondary and higher education are
data relating to retention, repetition, compLetion, essential to reducing inequaLities within LAC
and Learning achievement, especiaLLy in poor countries and to reducing disparities in educa-
communities and indigenous popuLations. tionaL outcomes between the region and eLse-

where. Figure 3.4 indicates the significant
What is apparent, however, is that there are sig- inequalities that exist in enrollment in tertiary
nificant wage differentials between maLes and education in the region. In the cases of Mexico

Figure 3.4 Higher Education Enrollment by Income Quintite
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and Brazil, students enrolLed in university come compensatory programs, resulting in comparativeLy
overwhelmingLy from the top income groups. The high enroLLment even for the rural poor.
top income quintiLes represent almost 60 percent
of enrolLments in Mexico and more than 70 per- Limited access to basic services (health and nutri-
cent in Brazil. tion) is further exacerbated by generally Low edu-

cational attainment of women in rural areas. High
Rural populations compare unfavorably with their iLLiteracy rates are strongLy correLated with high
urban counterparts on key social indicators, fertiLity rates, poor interaction between chiLdren
incLuding those related to education. In Latin and their caregivers, and high chiLd mortality
America, illiteracy is two to six times higher in rates. As a resuLt, ruraL children suffer from educa-
ruraL than urban areas. Rural poverty and reLated tionaL disadvantages compared to urban chiLdren
characteristics, such as geographicaL isoLation and before they even enter the schooL system. The gap
the need to use chiLdren as domestic Labor, severe- between rural and urban chiLdren in access to
ly Limit the time children have to prepare for schooLing is particularLy wide at the pre-schooL
school, if they get to go at alL. It aLso makes them and post-primary Levels and is expLained by the
more tired and Less receptive when they do actual- low socioeconomic status of rural dweLLers (Low
Ly manage to attend school, which inhibits their demand) and by the Limited availabiLity of educa-
ability to Learn. Differences in pre-schooL enroLL- tion services (inadequate suppLy) in ruraL areas.
ment for poor and non-poor chiLdren in ruraL and
urban areas in Chile and Nicaragua are shown in The cases of BraziL and Costa Rica (see Figure 4 in
Figure 3.5. The pattern of excLusion of the poor, Annex B) iLLustrate the contrast in educationaL
particuLarLy the rural poor, is simiLar in many opportunities among four groups of secondary-
countries in the LAC region that are otherwise school chiLdren in LAC-the rural poor, the urban
quite dissimiLar. However, both the pubLic and the poor, the rural non-poor, and the urban non-poor.
private sectors in Jamaica, for exampLe, have Students from poor rural families have few oppor-
expLicitly targeted pre-schooL children through tunities to pursue further education. Many stu-

Figure 3.5 Pre-School Net Enrollment Rates in ChiLe and Nicaragua:
Poor vs Non-poor (%/6)
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dents have to migrate to urban areas even to be Bolivia and Guatemala, indigenous peopLe com-
able to attend secondary school. These disparities prise the majority of the popuLation-over 50
in access to opportunities transLate into different percent and 66 percent, respectively (IISD, 1995).
levels of achievement. The results of a 1992 pilot
study conducted in five Latin American countries The main challenge for achieving the goals of
by the Third International Mathematics and Summit of the Americas II is erasing the educa-
Science Study (TIMSS) indicate that the academic tional deficit of the poor, particularly in terms of
achievements of 13-year-olds differed depending their educational attainment-in other words, the
on whether they attended an eLite urban private number of years of schooLing they have had. Poor
school or a ruraL pubLic schooL (see Figure 3.6). chiLdren in most LAC countries do enroLL in first

grade, but most drop out before completing their
In addition to suffering the consequences of basic education. The Level of attainment of the
poverty, chiLdren of indigenous populations often poor in severaL LAC countries is Low compared to
have to deaL with cuLtural and Language differ- the leveL in many countries in other regions of
ences among their community, family, and school the world, such as Central Asia and East Africa.
environments. These differences may explain the Figure 3.7 illustrates the attainment of poor chil-
high-school dropout rates and the low leveL of dren aged 15 to 19 in four countries-Brazil,
academic achievement among ethnic minorities. Guatemala, Kazakhstan (with a per capita GNP
Ethnic minorities, estimated at nearly 40 miLLion comparabLe to that of BraziL), and Zimbabwe (the
peopLe in Latin America, have the Lowest educa- poorest of the four). EducationaL attainment pro-
tionaL attainment and highest poverty rates in the fiLes of seven LAC countries disaggregated by eco-
region, making them among the most education- nomic grouping appear in Annex B (see Figures
aLLy disadvantaged groups in the worLd. LAC gov- 5-11). These profiLes show that educational
ernments have not been abLe to rise to the attainment for the poor is invariabLy Low, even in
chaLLenge of the nearly 400 ethnic groups distrib- countries where access to the early school grades
uted throughout the region. In countries such as is reLativeLy equal across socioeconomic strata.

Figure 3.6 Achievement Test Results, 1992
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Figure 3.7 Educational Attainment of Poor Chitdren
(Highest Grade Attained by Poor Youth Ages 15-1;9
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Policies can substantiaLLy change inequaLity trends to foster equity and enhance the quality and rele-
over time. In Nicaragua the difference between vance of education. However, there is a danger
the affluent (upper quartiLe of the popuLation) that those who are not connected to information

and the poor (the Lowest quartile) in terms of the networks and who Lack the necessary skiLLs wiLL be
median educationaL grade they attained is excluded from the potentiaL benefits of technoLogy.

increasing. However, in some countries, such as
Jamaica, that gap is cLosing, and there is move- Teaching and Learning
ment toward greater equity in educational attain-
ment (see Figure 12 in Annex B). Most educationaL experts on the region agree that

the outcomes produced by the region's schooL sys-
Educational outcomes, such as how well students tems are unsatisfactory. This is confirmed by

score on tests, continue to reflect differences national test results and by international compar-

among sociaL cLasses in most countries. ChiLdren isons of student learning. Teacher evaLuations
from low-income famiLies tend to do poorLy on that have been carried out suggest that a signifi-
nationaL tests. Generally, private schooL students do cant number of students fail to reach the mini-

better than their peers in pubLic primary and lower- mum standard necessary to advance to the next

secondary schooLs. For exampLe, the results of the grade, which causes a serious repetition probLem.
NationaL System of Education's QuaLity Measurement
tests for ChiLean students in the fourth and eighth In 1992, two countries in the region, Trinidad
grades (see Figure 13 in Annex B) suggest that the and Tobago and VenezueLa, participated in a test

socioeconomic status of students is an indicator of carried out by the InternationaL Association for
how students are LikeLy to perform on mathematics the EvaLuation of Educational Achievement and

and science tests (Larrahaga, 1997). UNESCO. The nine-year-oLds in these LAC coun-
tries had Lower scores in reading than their coun-

Advanced technologies present society with the terparts in other regions of the worLd. In the
opportunity to spread knowledge wideLy and, thus, Third InternationaL Mathematics and Science
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Figure 3.8
Average Math Achievement Test Scores of 8th Graders, Selected Countries
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Study (TIMSS) in 1996, Colombia (which was the The CoLombian performance in TIMSS is probabLy
onLy country from the LAC region in the study) representative of the region as a whole. In a 1999
did not pLace weLL in most of the mathematics study of the Language and mathematics perfor-
and science tests (see Figures 3.8 and 3.9) com- mance of third- and fourth-grade students in 13
pared to 40 other countries. However, the LAC countries, Colombia scored about average
Colombian students performed better in those (Laboratorio Latinoamericano de EvaLuaci6n de [a
areas of science given more attention by text- CaLidad de La Educaci6n, 1999). This suggests
books and classroom instruction (Valverde, 1997). that the majority of countries in the region wouLd

Figure 3.9 Third Grade Language Achievement Scores (Median, 25%, 75%)
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aLso perform poorly in global comparisons of interrupt the school timetable several times a
[earning achievement. year in most countries. These strikes can Last

more than a month as in Venezuela in 1996,
Not only is the academic achievement of LAC stu- BoLivia in 1995, Panama in 1993, and Peru in
dents below expectations, but governments are 1991 (Inter-American DeveLopment Bank, 1996).
encountering problems with socialization. Youth Nevertheless, the quality of the teaching may be
viotence and antisociaL behavior, adolescent preg- more critical for learning than the amount of
nancy, and school desertion in several LAC coun- time involved. However, teachers often do not
tries have prompted implementation of youth provide stimulating instruction and are not
programs that compLement and supplement the trained to encourage active Learning, discussion,

teaching provided in schooLs. These programs aim or group work (see Box 3.1). Evidence from
to instill positive sociaL attitudes and democratic GuatemaLa suggests that this seems to affect
vaLues and teach marketable skills. The govern- girLs in particular, since teachers initiate class-
ments of the region are aiming to "include in edu- room interventions more with boys than girls,

cational programs, within the legal framework of and that boys generally participate more actively
each country, objectives and contents that devel- in cLass (see AED, 1996).
op democratic values, [and] a spirit of cooperation
and integrity" (Summit of the Americas II, 1998). The majority of schools in the region do not

receive adequate support or leadership for teach-
The fact that educational outcomes are so poor ing, either from the Local community or from the
in LAC suggests that the school environment central government. As a resuLt, they Lack direc-
often does not encourage Learning. Often, the tion and purpose. Teachers have no incentive to
physicaL infrastructure is poorly constructed and improve their teaching or to adopt innovative
maintained. There is a shortage of teaching methods because they lack professionaL autonomy
materiaLs and textbooks in pubLic schools in gen- and have Limited exposure to ideas about teaching
eral and rural schools in particuLar in most coun- and Learning. Universities, teacher training organi-
tries. In addition, the amount of time assigned zations, and teacher associations do not provide
to learning activities in the school varies from as teachers with sustained professional support.
little as 720 hours a year (in Argentina and
Paraguay) to over 1,000 hours (in Colombia, Relevance of Education
Cuba, Haiti, Honduras, and Jamaica). This is far
Less time than expected according to internation- In all countries of the region education has a
aL standards and compared with average hours of vital role to play in promoting economic progress
learning in industrialized countries (1220 hours and sociaL change. In fact, there has been
per year) (Schiefelbein, 1995). These are the increased demand for secondary education in the
official hours, but in practice, high rates of stu- LAC region. There are two reasons for this:
dent and teacher absenteeism Limit the amount achievement of universaL primary school enroLL-
of time spent actually teaching and learning in ment in several countries, and the demands of the
school according to studies conducted in coun- Labor market for workers with skills appropriate to
tries such as El SaLvador (FUSADES, 1994), Peru the evoLving demands of the globaL economy and
(Ramirez and others, 1994), Mexico (EzpLeta and the resulting new work environment. Yet current
Weiss, 1994), Paraguay (Hobbs and Walder, teaching practices and curricula tend to reflect
1995), and Ecuador (Naranjo, Montoya, and outdated methods and attitudes, which preserves
Enriquez, 1996). In addition, teacher strikes the rich social and cuLturaL heritage of the past
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but does not meet the urgent requirements of the ization, and Labor market skills to aLLow them to
present and the pressing needs of the future. This enter the productive sectors of either their own
lack of relevance is particuLarly troublesome given or other nations. The science and mathematics
the economic context, Labor market conditions, curricuLa that are now used are becoming obso-
the movement toward democracy, and the regional Lete, teachers lack appropriate training and teach-
consensus expressed in the Summit of the ing materials, and schools have littLe access to
Americas II about the need to increase and national and internationaL information or to
improve the human capital of the region. knowLedge exchange networks. Students continue

to copy and recite facts instead of deveLoping
EducationaL institutions in LAC do not seem to cognitive skills that will heLp them acquire and
provide students with the cognitive tooLs, social- assimilate new knowLedge. The ability to analyze,
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refLect, and innovate ae which is indispensabLe for vant to the current state of LAC education: pro-
workers in a gLobal economy ae depends heaviLy viding compensatory education to students who

on the Link between a country's capacity to deveL- have compLeted primary schooLing in a system
op and transmit knowledge through education and characterized by low quality of teaching and
the individuaLs capacity to Learn about, under- Learning.
stand, and accommodate change.

In the short and medium terms, LAC secondary
The main link between education and the world of schooLs must deveLop the basic capacities of Liter-
work in LAC is the vocational and technical institu- acy and numeracy in students who complete their
tions or nationaL apprenticeship services. The first primary education without having mastered those
of these in the region-SENAI in BraziL and SENA skilLs. As quality of primary education in the
in CoLombia-were started about 50 years ago, region increases over time, the focus of secondary
and most countries of Latin America now have schooLs can then shift accordingLy from providing
simiLar schemes in pLace. ALthough these institu- compensatory education to more specific training
tions were successfuL in the past, the majority in specialized skilLs according to the demands of
have been unabLe to keep pace with changes in the Labor market. In the Long term, this requires
the work environment. There is much debate the avaiLabiLity of skiLL-oriented, speciaLized train-
about what roLe secondary schooLs and the pri- ing programs for secondary and post-secondary
vate sector couLd and shouLd pLay in heLping students who have aLready mastered basic Learn-
young peopLe successfuLLy make the transition ing skiLLs and can therefore fuLLy benefit from
from schooL to work. The roLe of aLL of the institu- short-term training courses in job skills. Acquiring
tions involved in education and work needs to be the skiLLs for continuous Learning beyond sec-
examined, and a system of quaLifications and ondary education is indispensabLe for young peo-
standards needs to be deveLoped in the interest pLe in their transition to higher education or the
of updating work competencies. worLd of work.

The Long-term vision for secondary education in In addition, the higher education sector in LAC
LAC countries is being redefined in much the grew so rapidly during the 1970s and 1980s in
same way as it is in European countries, with a response to social pressure for open enroLLment
shift from schooling strictLy by subject matter (admission without requirements beyond posses-
toward relating what is Learned in school to reaL sion of a high-schooL dipLoma) that it was difFi-
life and the labor market. In pLanning for signifi- cult for universities and other institutions to find
cant increases in quality and relevance of sec- enough weLL-quaLified professors and administra-
ondary schooLing, LAC countries must criticaLLy tors. Both the teaching and curricuLa of these
assess the roLe that secondary education must higher-education institutions became largeLy irrel-
pLay in the lives of youth in the short and medi- evant to the needs of society and the market. The
um terms. In addition to informing the long-term higher-education sector is aLso failing to fulfiLl its
vision for secondary education improvement in important roLes in the education sector as a
LAC, three purposes of secondary schooLs remain whole. These roles incLude improving teacher
criticaL to the lives of young peopLe and the training, developing teaching materials and cur-
sociaL aims of education: preparing students to ricula, turning out quaLified scientists, and offer-
go on to higher education, preparing them for ing research and consultants to schools to help
the world of work, and fostering their sociaL and them pLan and evaLuate the services they provide
personal development. A fourth purpose is rele- to students.
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Table 3.1 LAC Education Reforms

Year Reform Student Mgmt Info Parent Decentralized
Initiated Evaluation Systems Participation Management

Argentina 1994 X X X
Brazit

Minas Gerais 1991 X X X X
ParanA 1995 X X X

Chile 1991 X X
Cotombia 1989 X X
Dominican RepubLic 1990 X X X X
El Satvador (EDUCO) 1992 X X
Mexico 1991 X X X X
Nicaragua - 1992 X X X X
Paraguay 1995 X X X

Source: Based on data in AED (1996).

Institutional Capacity lems remain acute. Both ministry staff and parents
have LittLe information about the performance,

The changing roLe of the state and the trend especially the value added, of particular schooLs.
toward decentraLization in LAC are changing not SchooL directors or supervisors seldom provide sub-
onLy the way educationaL services are provided, stantive evaLuation and feedback to teachers to
but aLso the way they are managed and orga- guide their professional deveLopment. Teachers lack
nized. The educationaL reforms introduced in the the information and sometimes the capacity to
Region over the past decade have resuLted in a diagnose learning problems of individuaL students.
number of important changes in the governance
and management of education, inc[uding the cre- The generaL probLem of information, however, is
ation of student evaLuation systems, strengthen- Less important than the shortage of incentives to
ing of information systems, creation of formaL improve Learning and schooL performance. SchooL
mechanisms for parentaL participation, and decen- directors do not have the resources to motivate
traLized management (see TabLe 3.1). teachers and stimulate them to improve their

teaching skiLLs and use innovative cLassroom prac-

However, as discussed in the series of preparatory tices. Teachers are not rewarded for the quality of
meetings leading up to the Summit of the Americas their teaching or their LeveL of effort in heLping
II, these important reforms have yet to significant- students Learn. There are no standards for the
ly affect educational outcomes. Part of the probLem, teaching profession, nor mechanisms for evaLuat-
as previousLy discussed, is the inputs to the educa- ing teachers. Parents have only weak incentives
tional process-the schooLing readiness of chiLdren, to participate in school governance.
the capacity of teachers to teach, and the availabil-
ity of Learning materiaLs and physicaL spaces con- Weak incentives are cLoseLy linked to weak
ducive to Learning. Other problems are Lack of authority. Teachers and directors, who have the
information, adequate incentives, and poor man- best information about the school, have littLe
agement, as discussed in Burki and Perry (1998). authority to act on that knowLedge. They cannot
Despite the impLementation of sample-based test- change the curricuLum, seLect different textbooks,
ing systems in many countries, information prob- or in other ways take actions to improve schooL
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performance. Directors often lack the authority to 1994. Government expenditure in education as a
remove poor teachers. In addition, the schooL percentage of GNP in LAC ranged from 1.7 percent
counciLs that in theory provide parents the oppor- in Guatemala (1995) to 8.2 percent in Jamaica. In
tunity to participate in school governance often most LAC countries, the average education share of
fail to give parents any real authority. GDP is similar to that in most OECD countries,

especially when private expenditures are added
A final underlying difficulty with the traditional (see Tables 2 and 3 in Annex B). However, most
school system in LAC is its sLow evolution in the LAC countries are at an earlier stage in the demo-
face of glaring probLems. Even in the context of graphic transition compared to the OECD average.
low income and high poverty, one can find excel-
lence in publicly provided services (Tendler, Level of expenditure is onLy one piece of the puz-
1997). There are exceLLent schooLs and excellent zle; efficiency in use of resources within the sec-
teachers, directors, supervisors, and teacher train- tor is necessary for maximizing improvements in
ers within any schooL system. However, there are the system. For exampLe, in countries such as
also very bad examples of each. The richness of Brazil and Chile, inefficiency in the education sec-
the range of educational experience provides a tor at the tertiary leveL is evidenced by the fact
fertiLe ground for learning and improving. that gross enroLLment rates are very Low despite
Creating a Learning organization will require reLatively high leveLs of expenditure as percent of
changes in vaLues and behaviors that go beyond GDP (see Figure 3.10).
solving information problems.

Technology as a Tool for Educational.
The combination of poor information, weak incen- Improvement
tives, and Lack of authority Leads to insufficient
responsibility or accountability for the perfor- In the past, the use of technoLogy within the
mance of schools. WhiLe the Region's education educational system was perceived as an important
reforms of the past decade provide the potential but peripheral activity within the formal system.
for correcting some of these problems, this poten- Now, with the increasing avaiLability of computers
tial is unlikely to be realized in the absence of in the classroom, the growing interest of LAC
strong Leadership and assistance from education countries in planning for computers in all primary
ministries at the nationaL and regional levels. and secondary classrooms by the year 2000 (for
Chile's experience since 1990 demonstrates that example, in Chile, Costa Rica, and Jamaica), and
change is possibLe (see Box 3.2). advances in knowledge and experience using

diverse learning formats, it will be imperative
Financing the Reforms that countries in the region integrate and institu-

tionaLize such technoLogies within a rational poLi-
The governments of the region have aLL expressed cy framework so that they can be strategically
their commitment to education by increasing their implemented in the classroom. This is especiaLly
pubLic expenditures on education. Except for the important to avoid the possibiLity of costly mis-
volatile period of 1980 to 1985 when they declined takes in the purchase of educational technology
by nearly 30 percent because of regional macroeco- that does not really address the special educa-
nomic instability, expenditures on education have tionaL issues confronting a given country.
risen in every country in the region. Average gov-
ernment spending on education rose from 3.9 per- Technology may be underused at its current level
cent of the regionaL GNP in 1980 to 4.2 percent in of depLoyment in the region-16 percent of
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Box 3.2

EDUCATION REFORM IN CHILE: A needs of the tearners in those schools to inrease

PROMISING BEGINNING -achievement. impve teachiogqaity, prvide

books and other eucWationa materials, and improve

Since the beginning of the 1990s, Chite has -physicat school infratructure. Enlaces is a proet
approached education reform with a strategy of con- that seeks to increase the use computes in

tinual and incremental changes initiated by schools, schools and create online lerning communities,
rather than a comprehensive, linear action plan. connecting primary and secordary schols to a

Four basic factors explain th retative, success of the -national network ard then to the,ntrernet Othew

re,,form:, process: f,,,ocu,,, ,,,', , ,,, -- ,, ,,' -, ,,,, - pniects fUS-on a vnety of areas including
teacher trainirng, specialized teaching methodology

A national consenstis exists that education plays and curricula for ruraL schooes, instalton of class-
a strategic role in economic growth, social cohe- room libraries, and' deconcetrtion of the Ministry

sion, and potical developmnt, of Education by transferring-functions W the provtn-
The govemrment has corninuousty and -consis;- cial departments.
tently made educatin reform a priority and has""
supported reform, in spite of changes-in naton- In spite of the variety in prje content and

at and ministerial administratiohs, methodology, there are several common- elennts
* There is macroeconomic stability and growth, necessary to the success of PMEs.

making financial resouces available t sustain.
reform. - A consensus must be built in the process of

* There is widespread public acceptrace of pro- defining national education policis

posed polties, which focus on the need to mod- D* lecentralization is necessary for increased
ernize the education sector rather than on responsiveness to societal demand.
addressing issues of control and institutional * Systems must be based on incentives, informa-

power relationships in the sector (Ctir 19t9s). tionsharing, and evaluation, and should-demon-
strate efficient use of resources.

A decertrdiized strategy is being used to improve ,- A priority must be placed onr equity that
educational quity. The approach intolves-action at responds to differerces, rather than providing

the school level, estabLishment of incentive systems honogenous educational services.
and competitive processes, use of networks and * There must .be tocal level participation in the

curriculum reform. A national cal for each schoot to -design of the educational proes-s, generating a
generate respoases to educational challenges owsense nership within cnmmwifties.
(Prots fir ctiWrovemetPlEs] Teamwork and networtking mu' si:uport the

opened the door for local LeveL irnovatiorn to estabitshment af c cutue of communicatimn.
become the-engine for reform. In-1997, 80 percent * Experimentation and incrmrental 1mprovement

of eligible prmary schools were implementing PF4Es must be stressed, makin'geducation eformn a
wthch they had designed and which had been process of socia learning (CrioLa, 1496).
approved and funded by the government

The-se criteria unify expecations, goals, anderir-'
The projects are.as diverse as e e nal need ,mance ir the education sector.-This appro to

of the country and may involve mere than a sintgle education reform is an incremental, inutie
school The 900 Schools P agrm (P900) is targeted process of system-wide transformation. The whole of

on the 90} lowest-achieving sthools in ruraL and the lean eucation reform far exceeds the sum of
poor urban areas., It focuses on meeting the specific its parts.
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Figure 3.10 Efficiency in Higher Education: Percent GDP and Enrollment Rate
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Mexican secondary students are enrolLed in educa- graphic circumstances throughout the region.
tion through Telesecundaria, but not aLL countries
have taken advantage of the potentiaL of even the The involvement of the private sector, which often
most cost-effective technoLogies for deLivery of Leads with the demand for and competencies in the
compLete basic education. The impact of technoLo- use of technology, will become increasingLy impor-
gy on instructional practices and school manage- tant as a means of working with the pubLic sector
ment is potentially profound; however, the to introduce technology into schooLs and universi-
educationaL systems of the region into which tech- ties. The INFODEV project in Jamaica, jointLy sup-
nologies such as computers are being introduced ported by the IFC, the World Bank, and the IDB,
often employ conservative didactic approaches provides a good exampLe of the way a private sec-

characterized by rote learning and little if any tor organization can provide the lead in introduc-
interaction among students or between the ing information technology in cLassrooms to heLp
teacher and the student. Teachers, teacher train- improve educational quality and equity.
ers, and other educationaL functionaries wiLL need
professional development in content and instruc- Renewing the Commitment to
tionaL techniques to relate the new technology to Education Reform
more appropriate teaching methodoLogies.
Although technology is not a panacea for soLving ALthough there are many shortcomings and

the systemic problems of educationaL systems, the challenges in the education sector in Latin
demand for competency in the use of technology America and the Caribbean, there are reasons
is growing from parents, schooLs, and especiaLLy for optimism. The nations of the region have

the Labor market. For children from the poorer sec- repeatedly identified education as a top politi-
tions of populations, the benefits of educational cal and economic priority in the PresidentiaL
technology may prove eLusive unless strategies are Hemispheric Summits (1994 and 1998), the
carefulLy developed to spread the use of technolo- Narino Accord (1994), and the meetings of the
gy to students in different educational and geo- Heads of States of the Iberoamerican Nations
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(1991-96). Most countries are impLementing aLs, and upgrading teachers' skills. Private
educationaL reforms aimed at improving Learn- foundations and internationaL donors are sup-
ing outcomes at aLl LeveLs, providing opportuni- porting these efforts. The WorLd Bank is com-
ties for community invoLvement in schooLs, mitted to the reform of education in LAC
improving the efficiency of schooL management, countries and to the deveLopment of a new
deveLoping new curricuLa and teaching materi- agenda for education in the decade ahead.
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CHAPTER FOUR ments in quaLity and coverage targeted specifical-
BUILDING THE EDUCATIONAL AGENDA Ly to the poor, but also systemic reforms required
FOR THE NEXT DECADE for these investments to yieLd sustained benefits.

To achieve this goal the Bank wiLL emphasize the
"The conditions for social change are as never following strategic priorities:

before, and education will be its master organ.
Gabriel Garcia Marquez * Including the excluded by, whenever possible,

targeting interventions to the poor. Among

The chaLLenges outlined in the previous chapter are the specific interventions the Bank would
substantiaL, and to overcome them will require a support are improving readiness for schooLing
renewed commitment on the part of governments through investments in early chiLdhood pro-
and international donors, as was estabLished at the grams and schooL feeding and schooL heaLth
Summit of the Americas II. As noted in Chapter 2, programs, improving school attendance
the countries of the region differ greatly in terms through financiaL incentives to poor famiLies,
of their LeveLs of educationaL deveLopment. Some increasing opportunities for secondary and
countries in the region still face a significant chal- tertiary education through income-contingent
Lenge in terms of access to and retention in prima- schoLarships, and initiating quality improve-
ry schooling, while the major chaLlenge in other ments in schools serving poor children.
countries is access to the secondary and higher * Raising the quality of teaching and revitaLizing
Levels. In this chapter we wiLL explore educationaL the public schooLs that serve the poor by sup-
priorities emerging in the region. porting improvements in teaching and Learn-

ing, including radicaL improvements in teacher
The World Bank is committed to using its unique training, introducing the evaluation of schooLs
combination of gLobal experience and knowledge and teachers, providing teachers with effec-
and financing capacity to heLp Latin America and tive student evaluation tooLs to diagnose per-
the Caribbean confront the educational challenges formance, and creating incentives for
of the next decade. WhiLe our assistance strate- meaningful teacher professional development.
gies wiLL be defined and agreed to at the country * Improving the transition from school to the
Level, regionally we wiLL target priority areas adult world by adjusting the content of sec-
where the Bank can bring the highest vaLue ondary education to equip youth with the
added. These are most commonly areas where knowledge and vaLues for productive partici-
Bank knowLedge and experience can assist coun- pation in work and society and assisting the
tries in finding soLutions to difficuLt probLems. Region in meeting the Second Summit's goal

of 75 percent coverage at the secondary level.
The Bank's Top Educational * Making decentralization work by reengineering
Priorities in the Region education ministries, supporting governance

reforms and improvements in information
Consistent with the Bank's mission of reducing that ensure accountabiLity, and assisting
worldwide poverty through economic growth and countries in identifying changes in incentives
services and investments targeted to the poor, that could alter the behavior of providers and
our overarching goaL for the LAC region is to raise affect the sustainability of reform initiatives.
the Region's human capital, especially, that of the * Diversifying and reforming tertiary education
poor. Supporting this goal wiLl require invest- to raise quality and efficiency, improve access
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by the two bottom-income quintiLes, and groups to overcome the time and opportunity costs
strengthen the integral role of the private of sending their chiLdren to school, but the only
sector in finance and deLivery. schooLs that are available to them (in terms of both
Stimulating and evaluating educational innova- distance and cost) are often of low quatity. These
tions, especially the use of education tech- underpriviLeged groups incLude indigenous popuLa-
nology, to identify more cost-effective ways tions, poor chiLdren in rural and urban areas, the
of using technoLogy to increase access and physicaLLy handicapped and, in many instances,
improve quaLity. girLs. Policies of incLusion are essentiaL to fostering

sociaL cohesion and decreasing the incidence of vio-
Including the Excluded Lence and civil unrest.

There are stiLl major inequities in access to educa- Targeting. In each country it is possible to identi-
tion within the countries of the LAC region. While fy the groups that are most at risk by means of
primary school enrollment rates are high in most household surveys or poverty mapping. It is
countries, access to early childhood deveLopment important that such information is appropriately
programs, preschool, secondary, and higher educa- disaggregated in order to clearly identify needs
tion is still limited to those from the higher-income and target interventions to those subgroups most
groups. Not only is it harder for underprivileged at risk, such as girLs from indigenous populations.

Box 4.1

MEXICO: EXTENDING ACCESS THROUGH CONAFES RURAL COMMUNITY
EDUCATION PROGRAM

Many of Mexico's poor and marginalized poputation now have access to preschool, primary, arid post-primary
education through the Consejo Nacional de Fomento Educativo (CONAFE). The Rural Community Education
Program brings educational opportunities to rural indigenous and migrant communities that traditionally have
had no access to public education because of their geographical isolation. CONAFE's success in providing these
communities with retevant, high-quality education is due, in part, to its attention to three key areas: investing
in teachers, the design and development of quality educational materials, and institutional strengthening
through community participation in school management.

The program provides primary, pre-primary, and post-primary education and adult lteracy activities. The programs
are multigrade because some communities have few students. Instructors are retruited in the ruraL areas served by
the program. They are young peopLe between ages 15 and 24 who have completed school to the ninth-grade
level. They are provided with training and teaching materials that have been speciatly designed for rural, multi-
grade schoots. The instructors are then assigned to isoLated ruraL communities itt which they are given food and
housing and, in some cases, a schoot faciLity. After teaching for two academic cycles they may receive a schotar-
ship to continue their own education. SchooLs in CONAFErs Rural Community Education Program function with a
significant levet of autonomy. Parents and communities participate adively in schooi management.

CONAFE's work benefits not only the youth faciltators and the students in its rural schools, but also the wider
communities served by the program, because it teaches students how to become active participants in commu-
nity life and local development. CONAFE is now developing a secondary education program modeled after its
primary community education program. The World Bank has supported CONAFE through a series of loans and
has committed to supporting CONAFE in a new phase of programs for pre-school and primary school children. .
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The Eduque a la Nifia project in GuatemaLa pro- program. Another exampLe of successful targeting
vides a range of incentives-scholarships, com- of the poor is the schoLarship component of
munity outreach, and motivational cLassroom BraziLs Boasa Escola. This program arranges for
materiaLs-to encourage girLs to remain in school the monthLy payment of one minimum-wage
(AED, 1997). saLary to participating low-income families whose

schooL-age chiLdren attend schooL at Least 90 per-
Another successfuL exampLe in the region of an cent of the time. The schoLarship program is
intervention targeting the poor is the Rural intended to promote enroLLment, reguLar atten-
Community Education Program of Mexico's Consejo dance, and permanence in public schooLs of nieedy
NacionaL de Fomento Educativo (CONAFE), which chiLdren who might otherwise enter the Labor
has pLayed a major roLe in bringing education ser- market at a very young age (Waiselfisz, 1998).
vices to poor indigenous communities and migrant
agriculture workers in ruraL areas (see Box 4.1). Meeting Basic Needs. The basic needs of chiLdren

extend beyond educationaL services to nutrition,

Efforts must be made to improve the quaLity of heaLth, and other social services. The chiLdren of

schooLing received by poor and underpriviLeged poor families frequently Lack access to social ser-
communities. The 900 Schools project in Chile, vices of adequate quality, despite the abundant
part of the Educational Quality Improvement evidence that better nourished and healthy chiL-
Program (MECE), targeted primary schools in dren perform significantLy better in school and are
impoverished areas of the country where the quat- Less LikeLy to repeat grades (Myers, 1992, 1996).
ity of teaching and Learning is Low. The bottom
10ipercent of seachools a ing t s lof. schebolsti SchooLs can pLay an important and cost-effective

achievement were sehoolecited s to picipaste i t role in heLping deLiver basic social services to poor
achievement were seLected to participate on the
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children, as in the case of Panama (see Box 4.2). sociaL and intelLectuaL deveLopment. Support of
Where there are no health centers, the early this program has been accompanied by an effort
detection of iLlnesses and the deliverance of sim- to carefuLLy evaLuate its cost and impact.
pIe heaLth messages in epidemics prevention often
reLy on the coLlaboration of schools and teachers. The World Bank will contribute to the identifica-
Beyond this, many of the "best buys" in pubLic tion of groups which are excLuded from social and
heaLth mentioned in the World Bank's 1993 World educational services; promote access for those
Development Report can be facititated through a groups to all leveLs of education; faciLitate the
school-based approach. SchooL heaLth programs integration of heaLth, nutrition, and education
shouLd have no "pre-prepared" agenda. Rather, services when appropriate to meet basic, interre-
what constitutes an effective, efficient, and sus- Lated needs; and promote early childhood inter-
tainabLe school heatth intervention depends very vention programs to better prepare chiLdren of
much on the particuLar case and the desired out- exctuded popuLations for schooting. To that end,
comes (World Bank/PAHO, 1998). the Bank wiLL support the design and implementa-

tion of earLy chiLdhood programs and the reform
Early Childhood Interventions. There is by now of school health programs to emphasize cost-
substantial evidence that poor heatth and an effective screening, referral, and health education
inadequate earLy learning environment Lead to directed at those children at risk in poor areas
handicaps that are difficuLt to reverse Later in (such as in Brazilrs Innovations in Basic Education
Life, beginning with difficuLties in school that Project in sLum areas of Sao Paulo). It will also
result in the high probabiLity of grade repetition encourage the devetopment of the concept of a
and early dropout (Myers, 1992; Behrman, 1996; "health-promoting school" in recognition of the
Levinger, 1996; Young, 1997). Thus, these handi- importance of health, nutrition, and earLy stimu-
caps lower the return to both pubLic and private Lation and Learning in the deveLopment of a
investment in education. EarLy childhood pro- chiLd's capacity to benefit from the [earning expe-
grams may both increase the efficiency of invest- riences in school, and to bridge the inequalities
ments in schooLing and promote equity in the between the poor and those more advantaged.
population they serve.

Improving the Teaching
The Bank's strategy in earLy childhood care is to and Learning Process
strongLy support Low-cost, non-formal programs
targeted at poor chiLdren, while supporting evaLu- There is a need to raise the quality of teaching and
ation research which can heLp countries identify learning in LAC to improve educational outcomes.
the most cost-effective options given their partic- This will require new methods of teaching for active
ular circumstances. An exampLe of the kind of Learning, increased attention to teacher develop-
program supported by the Bank is BoLivia's ment, and the effective use of monitoring and eval-
Integrated Child Development Project (Proyecto uation systems for education decisionmaking.
Integral de Desarrollo Infantil [PIDI]) which tar-
gets children aged six months to six years Living Active Leaming. A key factor in improving the
in areas of high poverty. The program supports quality of pubLic schools, particularLy those that
the development of home-based child-care centers serve the poorest populations, is to make the stu-
and the training of community women (educado- dent the central focus of the education system
ras), in addition to providing health and nutrition and to encourage active learning in which teach-
monitoring and programs to stimuLate chiLdren's ers facilitate, rather than dictate, instruction.
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New Zealand and Australia have undertaken com- effectiveness. Occasionally this is an effort on a
prehensive education reforms that invoLve active monumentaL scaLe. In Brazil, for example, out of a

cLassroom learning (see Box 2 in Annex). The total of nearly 1.4 miLLion teachers nationwide,
active Learning modeL incorporates teaching only 608,000 (fewer than haLf) have a post-sec-
strategies and cLassroom arrangements that give ondary certificate. The establishment of specific

students responsibility for their own learning. professional teacher standards and the creation of

Teachers give them the tools they need to acquire accountability mechanisms for those standards are

knowLedge, and the students then work at their essential to the 'professionalization" of the
own pace with the aim of becoming proficient in teaching profession
essential skilLs and knowLedgeable about subjects.
An example of this can be found in the Nueva To ensure that teachers are well prepared and

Escuela Unitaria in Guatemala (see Box 4.3). capabLe, it will be necessary to substantiaLly

improve teacher education (both pre-service and

Teacher Development. Schools are effective when in-service) and working conditions throughout the

teachers know the content and goaLs of the cur- region. Promising young students wiLL be attracted
ricuLa, when they provide a classroom environ- into teacher training if the profession is properly

ment conducive to learning, and when they respected, there are continuous opportunities for

evaluate student progress and their own effective- Learning and participation in innovation, teachers

ness as educators and continually adjust instruc- are paid reasonabLe wages and have professional

tion based on that evaLuation process. Promoting autonomy and recognition, and if they are sup-

the professionaL deveLopment of teachers in these ported by professional associations. Teachers need

areas is the sine qua non for improving schooL to be given incentives to constantLy review and
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renew their classroom practices in support of the of the centraL government to engage teachers'
active Learning process discussed earlier, some- associations in a diaLogue has been cited as partly
times through schoLarship programs acting as an responsibLe for the faiLure of some of the recent
incentive for professionaL deveLopment. education reforms (Montenegro, 1995). On the

other hand, in Mexico, the Carrera Magisterial pro-
In addition to conventionaL in-service teacher gram, which compensates teachers according to
training, opportunities for professional develop- their professionaL skiLLs, performance, and profes-
ment are provided through an increasing variety sionaL deveLopment [training], was the resuLt of
of innovative programs. Uruguay has initiated the the collaboration between the centraL education
practice of study tours for teachers to observe authority and the Largest teachers' union, the
and experience good cLassroom practices in other Sindicato NacionaL de Trabajadores de La Educaci6n.
parts of the country and abroad. A local support
network based on Learning circLes has aLso been ALthough significant improvements have been
deveLoped. Many of these programs are based made in the Legal framework and management
around a network of schooLs and attempt to Link information systems, this first generation of edu-
training programs to LocaL needs. An exampLe of cation reforms has had LittLe impact on pedagogy
such a demand-based system is found in Sao and teacher training. The attitudinal and behav-
PauLo state, Brazil, where university courses are ioral changes needed to adopt a more active
offered to respond to the needs of practicing Learning approach wiLL require strong professionaL
teachers. A variety of distance education pro- support for teachers, through both in-service and
grams, such as in the state of Minas Gerais, pre-service training.
Brazil, and the use of interactive radio in Costa
Rica, has also been impLemented. The second generation of reforms needs to urgent-

Ly consider ways of designing incentives to facili-
Most reform efforts in the region include mea- tate the development of a 'Learning institution" in
sures to compensate teachers for the costs they each school and in the teaching profession as a
perceive themseLves as incurring in the education whoLe. Teachers shouLd deveLop the capacity to
reform process. Increasingly, reforms focusing on evaLuate their own pedagogic practices, identify
upgrading the skiLLs of teachers are exploring problems, and seek soLutions, and they wilL need
ways to link teacher pay to actual classroom per- to be supported in this kind of professionaL deveL-
formance and Learning outcomes, such as in opment by supervisors, teacher trainers, and the
Mexico's Carrera MagisteriaL. Other reforms, for deveLopment of locaL teacher support networks.
exampLe, in Chile and Uruguay, entaiL the creation National ministries and regional secretariats of
of singLe-shift schooLs, with increased hours of education must take the Lead in the creation and
teaching and class preparation. WhiLe these maintenance of a Learning organization.
reforms demand more of teachers, they can pro-
vide a mechanism for teachers to achieve both Evaluating Education Outcomes. Just as the evalu-
increased pay and improved professional status. ation of student performance is an essential input

to good teaching in the cLassroom, it is aLso
Teachers' associations can play a vital role in work- essential to good management and policy formu-
ing with governments to expLore ways of deveLop- Lation. The current emphasis on decentraLizing
ing just, equitable, and effective remuneration and responsibilities and functions to Local Levels of
management practices, which can improve teacher government and to schooLs, and the increasing
performance. In the case of Colombia, the inability participation of parents and other stakehoLders in
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educational decisionmaking requires reLiable, in severaL countries teachers' associations are one
timely, transparent information in usabLe form. of the major actors in education reform, either
Central and regional governments have an impor- faciLitating or impeding the change process, the
tant role to play in the continued deveLopment of WorLd Bank will seek ways to work with teachers'
evaLuation mechanisms and the dissemination of associations in a positive and creative manner.
school performance statistics, taking care to con- This wiLL invoLve incLuding teachers' associations
troL for non-schooL factors in assessing such per- in an extensive diaLogue-for exampLe with the
formance. A Lead has been taken in this regard by participation of community and parent associa-
New Zealand. To deal with the problem of infor- tion Leaders-to encourage associations to be
mation asymmetry and to create greater account- more receptive to new ideas and to the needs of

ability, New ZeaLand has estabLished an Education their teacher constituencies. The World Bank will
Review Office (ERO), an independent body report- aLso support ministries in strengthening educa-

ing directLy to ParLiament, whose task is to assess tional evaLuation by faciLitating the shift from
the performance of schooLs and report its findings sampLe-based testing to systemwide use of infor-
and recommendations to the pubLic. mation for diagnostic purposes, ensuring that

teachers have access to reLiable information on
The World Bank will support countries in strength- student Learning outcomes with which to evaLuate
ening teacher development systems. This wiLL their pedagogic practices.
incLude changing the structure and content of
pre-service teacher education, and creating regu- Meeting the Needs of Youth
lar, ongoing programs for the professional deveL-
opment and supervision of teachers. Such Both access to and quality of secondary education
programs wiLL focus on skiLL enhancement and need to be considered in meeting the needs of

Look at new ways of changing teacher attitudes LAC youth for general academic and skilL-oriented
and behaviors in the cLassroom, in support of a practicaL training. The first goaL specified in the
more active Learning approach. Recognizing that secondary education portion of the Agenda of the

Figure 4.1 Target Growth in Net Secondary Enrotlment
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Summit of the Americas II is to increase enroll- Secondary schooLs should provide students with a
ment rates to 75 percent by 2010. As iLLustrated generaL education in the inteLlectuaL, cuLturaL,
in Figure 4.1, this wiLL require enroLLing an addi- and social reaLities of their societies. This may
tional 25 million students, aLmost doubLing the incLude such issues as vioLence, drug abuse,
current LeveL of enrollment. health awareness, and politicaL participation.

There shouLd be more coordination among schooLs
The countries of the region agreed at the Summit and youth programs to heLp students deveLop as
that secondary education should equip students individuals and as responsibLe members of society.
with the capacity for seLf-directed Learning SchooLs, however, are often isoLated from youth
throughout their Lives. This is particularLy impor- and local community initiatives and activities,
tant because, with the rapid evoLution of technoL- particuLarLy in impoverished areas. Programs have
ogy driving changes in Labor market demands, the been introduced to activeLy involve youth in
capacity to Learn is a criticaL factor in determin- extracurricular activities in the school, and
ing income and social mobiLity. A problem-soLving schooL-based extracurricuLar programs for youth
methodoLogy and integration of conventionaL sub- have been estabLished, such as the Programa de
ject discipLines have been introduced in the Apoyo a las Iniciativas Juveniles en la Escuela

teaching of technoLogy as a subject (Craft, (AIJE) in Argentina. The goals of such programs
Design, ond Technology) in secondary school cur- are to provide attractive alternatives for youths in
ricuLa in, for exampLe, the United Kingdom and environments where there is a high incidence of
the United States. Craft, Design, and Technology probLems such as aLcohoLism, drug abuse, early
has proved successfuL in integrating such subjects pregnancy, and vioLence. Communication among
as science, math, art and design, and Language teachers, students, parents, and other community
skiLLs in a project-based approach reLevant to per- members needs to be improved, making the
ceived competency needs in the labor market. In schooL more attractive to students and promoting
this way, reforms in secondary schooL curricuLa coLLaboration between the schooL and the LocaL
can assist in easing the schooL-to-work transition community. FinaLly, LocaL communities need to
by requiring students to appLy knowledge in inno- design and implement effective strategies that
vative ways to specific problems and to develop contribute to addressing social issues; improving
creativity, problem-soLving skills, entrepreneuriaL family relationships; encouraging cooperation;
skiLls, and effective communication. fostering cultural, ethical, and civic values; and

enhancing adolescents' decision-making skills.
In addition to academic needs met by formal public
school systems, issues important for the personal A community-based approach to meeting the
and social development of LAC youth include needs of youth by strengthening the Linkages
employment and the transition from school to work, between the school and other social service
adolescent heaLth, intercultural understanding, providers is demonstrated in the design of the
environmental awareness, and political participa- Colombia Youth Development Project (see Box 4.4).
tion. These issues may be addressed in schools, but
are often the focus of youth programs, community Just as schooLs shouLd teach skills relevant to the
centers, and non-formal education foundations. needs of the labor market, many secondary-Level
These organizations and programs have proliferated vocational training institutions will need to reori-
in LAC in recent years, LargeLy compLementing the ent their programs to become more fLexibLe and
services provided by pubLic schooLs and fiLLing responsive to new technoLogies, increase opportu-
gaps where fiscal budgets are constrained. nities to acquire work experience at private enter-
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prises and pubLic agencies, and promote seLf- tion system that is beginning to transform the
empLoyment opportunities for youth. This wiLL vocationaL education and training institutions from
aLso require reLiabte Labor market information sys- suppLy-driven to demand-driven organizations, with
tems and the cooperation of the private sector. both emptoyers and workers contributing to the

identification of standards. There is generaL agree-
The private sector is both a direct beneficiary of ment in LAC on the importance of private sector
the outcomes of secondary and vocationaLm schools invoLvement in secondary education through sip-
and a Learninig environment in itseLf, providing porting nationaL apprenticeship services.
experiences and training in skiLLs compLementary
to formaL education requirements. WorkpLaces In the area of youth education and development,
shouLd be encouraged to offer incrementaL. Learn- the World Bank will support countries in redefining
ing and training opportunities to workers to heLp the nature of secondary education and the man-
them stay abreast of changing technoLogies and agement of its providers. At the aower-secondary
to continue their education into aduLthood. LeveL one of the important functions of the

schooLs may be to address the deficiencies of the
In recognition of the varety of opportunities for primary schooLs in deveLoping basic competeincies.
professionaL deveLopment, LAC countries are begin- Where this is the case the WorLd Bank wiLL focus
ning to grant officiaL certificates to students who its interventions on the needs of the Lower-sec-
reach a certain LeveL of proficiency in a given skiLL ondary schooLs. Throughout the secondary LeveL,
defined by the productive sector. These certificates but in particuCar in upper-secondary schooLs, the
are issued to students who graduate f, roviding portn nion previding an educationaL envi-
types of training institutions. Mexico has estab- ronment that ensures the deveropment of the
Lished skiLL competency standards and a certifica- knowLedge, skiLLs, arid attitudes reLevant for the
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transition of students to the labor market, and on LAC countries have aLready estabLished schooL
working with communities to eradicate sociaL councils with parental representation. The roLe of
probLems reLated to youth. The Bank wiLL also these counciLs, however, needs to be strength-
work with the private sector, ministries of educa- ened and supported with financial resources,
tion and Labor, and local stakehoLders to provide a capacity-buiLding activities, and information on
variety of opportunities for Lifelong learning. school performance. Innovations in ChiLe, for

example, demonstrate how such decentraLized
Reforming EducationaL Institutions strategies can be used to improve educationaL

quality; educationaL improvement projects gener-
The first generation of the educational reforms of ate an incentive for schooL-Level responses to
the past decade emphasized the reform of school educationaL challenges, accompanied by access to
governance, decentraLization of decisionmaking funds for capacity-buiLding activities. SchooLs
power to subnationaL governments, and creation participating in this program have become cen-
of testing and evaLuation systems. These reforms ters for local innovation. This drives the reform
created some of the necessary conditions for process from beLow, as opposed to the top-down
improved performance and accountabiLity. To fully approach taken by many LAC countries during the
reaLize the benefits of these changes, a second first generation of education reforms.
generation of reforms will need to focus more
cLearLy on the school and the student and address Reengineering ministries of education. The decen-
the incentives and working conditions that infLu- traLization reforms of the past decade have rareLy
ence schoolteachers and directors. These reforms been accompanied by the restructuring of educa-
may, aLso, require empowering teachers, directors, tion ministries consistent with their new roLes of
and citizens at the LocaL Level with accompanying ensuring quality and equity and strengthening
technical assistance to build Local capacity to Local capacity. Education ministries must have the
assess Local needs and design and impLement capacity to formuLate, communicate, and impLe-
appropriate interventions. ment poLicy; evaluate schooLs and programs; and

provide technical assistance to local governments,
Local capacity and govemance. The decentraliza- schools, and teachers. The reengineering required
tion reforms of the past decade have transferred of the ministries incLudes changing organizational
much school decisionmaking to the LeveL of structure (for example, creating an independent
municipalities, provinces, and, in a few cases, office of school evaLuation); changing organiza-
schooLs. The transfer of such responsibiLity has tionaL cuLture (from one of ruLes enforcement to
onLy rarely been accompanied by aggressive one of providing heLp and information, as demon-
efforts to buiLd Local capacity. Strengthening strated by ChiLe's regional information centers);
management capacity at the subnationaL LeveL and and changing human resources (for example,
devoLving decisionmaking stiLL further to the leveL increasing in-house capacity for effective commu-
of the schooL will require a major effort over the nication among schooLs, teachers, and parents).
next decade. One example of such change is New Zealand's

office of educational evaluation (Box 4.5).
Parents' participation in the education provided The management of continuing education reform
to their children wiLL be made more effective by itseLf is a core function of the new education
empowering them with a voice through the estab- ministry. This impLies the need for the education
Lishment of schooL governance counciLs. Several ministry to be a Learning organization that con-
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tinually identifies problemsf formulates solutionsr responsibiityr and a ccountability for education. In
and evatuates resuLts. Experience in severaL coun- turn, centraL ministries wiLL need to be designed to
tries has shown that another criticaL factor in assume Ooe aeroLe in this decentraLized structre
reform is strong and continuous Leadership within which wiL invoLve a change in tasks d human
the ministry (Linden 1997). In the Dominican resources and management systems to encourage
RepubLicd for exampLe changes in personneL and and support Loca initiatives. A coroLLary to this
the weak management of reforms at the centraL wouad be the devemopment of transparent evaLca-
LeveL Led to the failure to fuaLy impLement a modeL tion and management information systems.
Of reform that actuaLhy enjoyed broad poaiticaL Extensive research on the characteristics of suc-
and popuLar support. cessfuL Learning organizations wiLL heLp in making

changes which move beyond mere structuraL reor-
The World Bank wilt support efforts to deepen gov- ganization to changes in the organizationaL cuLture
ernance reforms and communication strategies that of ministres of education, shifting their focus from
wiLL empower parents and enabL em hmto hold control to support.
schooLs accountabLe. This wilL necessitate buiLding
capacity at the schooL and community LeveLs to Using Technology to Improve Education
evaLuate performance and identify areas and strate-
gies for improvement. Teachers wiLL need to feeL WhiLe technoLogy has the potentiaL to radicaLLy
ownership of such reforms thr tie deveLop- change schooing (for exampLe university instruc-
ment of incentives as much as by being invoLved in tion via the Internet or teLevision-based distance
the process of pLanning and impLementing reforms. teacher education via nationaL sate ite)o it aeso
Management needs to be strengthened at the sub- presents governments with difficuLt new chaL-
nationaL LeveL as municipalities assume more Lenges. For exampLe computer systems require
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constant upgrading and innovation and adequate enrich, suppLement, and expand the curricuLum to
teLecommunications infrastructure. Incorporating meet Local and nationaL standards. Assistance wiLl
the use of computers and other information tech- be given to countries seeking to address the chron-
noLogies in the cLassroom requires significant ic shortage of highLy skiLLed and trained teachers in
teacher retraining and the deveLopment of spe- LAC by expanding pre-service and in-service teacher
ciaLized support materiaLs. There is aLso the risk training activities via distance deLivery.
that those who Lack access to this new technolo-
gy (who are LikeLy to be those who aLready Lack The Bank wiLL support efforts to increase access to
access to high-quaLity schooLing) wiLL become fur- higher education through the diversification of ser-
ther marginaLized. Avoiding these challenges and vices deLivered by existing campus-based institu-
minimizing risks wiLL require carefuL planning if tions. Cost-effective strategies for the use of
technoLogy is to become an integraL part of interactive technoLogies at the tertiary LeveL wiLl be
nationaL education strategies. expLored, particularLy the piLoting of distance edu-

cation centers shared by a consortium of universi-
There is a special roLe for LocaLized pilot projects ties, secondary schooLs, and other institutions (see,
to test suitabiLity of technoLogy for use in educa- for exampLe, the description of Universidad VirtuaL
tion on a Large scaLe. In ChiLe, for exampLe, a deL Sistema TecnoL6gico de Monterrey in Chapter 2).
piLot project caLLed Enlaces is experimenting with
computer networking in primary and secondary The Bank wiLL support efforts to provide more
schooLs and has been refined and scaLed up to empirical bases for the use of educationaL technoLo-
the nationaL LeveL. gy at aLL educational LeveLs, incLuding the study of

the fiscaL impLications of its use. The role of the
The World Bank will support a number of activities private sector wiLL aLso be expLored in deveLoping
reLated to educationaL technoLogy, incLuding the educationaL technoLogy and providing technical
design, impLementation, and evaLuation of piLot assistance to ministries of education and LocaL
projects; establishment of distance deLivery systems schooL systems in the design, deveLopment, and
for widening access to aLL LeveLs of education and evaLuation of new educationaL appLications. In the
teacher training programs; dissemination of knowL- context of the increasing decentraLization of educa-
edge and information about effective practices; and tion systems, the different roLes of the centraL and
building LocaL capacity for the use of technoLogy in LocaL authorities wiLL need to be cLarified in provid-
the cLassroom and the deLivery of education. ing Leadership and support for-as weLL as monitor-
Extending access to information resources for both ing of-new technoLogies in the classroom and for
students and teachers can be accomplished through managing and coordinating educational statistics.
computer networking. Special attention wilL be
given to programs that address educational needs Reforming Tertiary Education
of those geographicaLLy isoLated from conventionaL
public education institutions. Educators in the LAC region have Long been inter-

ested in the contribution tertiary education makes
The Bank wiLL support efforts to prepare teachers to to society. At the ceremony inaugurating the
take the Lead in the use of educational technology University of ChiLe almost 150 years ago,
in their LocaL school systems. It wiLl be imperative VenezueLan educator Andres BeLLo emphasized the
to deveLop in teachers and other functionaries the roLe that universities pLay in "disseminating knowL-
competencies in using such technology to make edge to aLL cLasses of society." He elaborated on
instructionaL practices more interactive and to this theme by adding, "aLl paths of university
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research and student Learning shouLd converge in capacity to pay fuLl-cost tuition charges.
one center: the country." These days there are a ImpLementation of changes in higher educaticn
variety of innovative ways for higher education financing will aLso require that all universities be
institutions to contribute to society. The World given the autonomy to manage their resources and
Bank is committed to helping higher education account for the use of those resources. In addition
institutions reinvent themselves and find better to increasing private financing and the supply of
ways to respond to recent sociaL and economic higher education, there is a need for public poLicy
changes across the region. to ensure minimum quaLity, incLuding that of pri-

vately managed institutions.
Diversity and access. There is a need to create a
wider variety of higher education institutions and Given the public sector fiscal constraints in the
courses. In contrast to the excessive emphasis in region, countries planning any expansion of ter-
the past on the suppLy side, higher education must tiary education would have to finance such
now become more responsive to the needs of expansion through some combination of private
stakeholders, namely students, governments, pro- sector funding and lower-cost provision through
fessional bodies, and community interest groups. increased efficiency using, for exampLe, cost-

recovery mechanisms. Accessing private sector
For four centuries LAC universities have served and contributions to fund the expansion of higher
produced the eLite of the region. However, in education wiLL be one of the greatest chaLLenges
recent decades, they have significantLy increased facing the region in the coming decade.
enroLLments, creating sharp trade-offs between the
goaLs of equaL access and quaLity. New higher edu- Improving the Quality of Teaching. It is vitaLLy
cation modeLs are being deveLoped in the region to important to improve the quality of the education
manage this trade-off. For example, the Higher provided in higher education institutions-both
Education Law that passed in Argentina in 1995 pubLic and private. First, the curricuLa of most
aims at deveLoping different types of higher educa- higher education institutions will need to be
tion institutions and improving university manage- modernized and made more flexible. Second, rais-
ment and finance. Consistent with the stated ing quality wilL require addressing the current
priorities, the Bank is supporting Argentina in scarcity of professors with postgraduate training
implementing this new poLicy. (see Figure 2 in Annex B). Third, it is necessary

to estabLish accreditation systems and proceclures
Strengthening the Role of the Private Sector. and evaLuation systems that provide incentives for
Constraints on government finance and the need raising quality. For exampLe, Argentina, Brazil,
for a broader range of higher education institutions Chile, and CoLombia have already estabLished
mean that the private sector shouLd be encouraged accreditation institutions and procedures. The
to pLay a bigger role in both financing and provid- NationaL Higher Education EvaLuation System in
ing higher education in LAC. FaiLure to use govern- BraziL provides the public with information on the
ment funds to Leverage private finance wilL outcomes of the national higher education system
constrain access and equity of access to higher and on the performance of individuaL institutions
education. Government financing needs to provide and both undergraduate programs (see Box 4.6 for
incentives to public institutions of higher educa- Brazil's 0 Provdao program) and graduate programs.
tion to diversify their sources of revenue, and
incentives to private institutions to raise quaLity Strengthening Graduate Education. Many countries
and increase access by students who lack the in the region lack a critical mass of scientists,
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Box 4.6

THE BRAZILIAN NATIONAL EXAM OF UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

The National Exam of Undergraduate Programs, or 0 Provao, was inaugurated in 1995 in Brazil. Students, teachers,

and administrators strongly support this testing mechanism which aims to ensure that university education in
Brazil is of high quality. The program was designed to gauge the performance of the institutions more than that
of the students, atthough students must pass the exam to have their degrees recognized by the government.

Pravdo measures the basic knowLedge and skills possessed by undergraduate students of administration, law,
civiL engineering, chemical engineering, veterinary medicine, and dentistry. In the future this evatuation mecha-
nism wiLL be extended to aLL undergraduate programs in the country. The results of this evaLuation provide
prospective students vvith critical information on teaching, learning, the curricuLum, and teacher performance
that wilL guide their seLection of university.

The institutional resuLts are made pubLic, and their publication has attracted considerabLe media attention. The
comptete reports, including test results, information on teachers, student profiles, and their assessment of the
institutions and programs in which-they participate, are distributed on CD-ROM and are also avaiLable on the
Internet (http://www.inep.govbr/enc). In addition to providing summary evaluation information, Prov6a pub-
lishes critical data on the socioeconomic characteristics of the students, their culturaL environment, and the
nature and format of available undergraduate programs.

engineers, and trained professionaLs needed to among the poor. More equitable access to higher
remain competitive in the gLobaL marketpLace and education by lower-income students wiLL be sup-
in the worLd academic community. Governments ported by, for example, the introduction of student
and universities need to focus on strengthening Loan and schoLarship mechanisms. Cost-recovery
graduate programs in the region, especially at the mechanisms in pubLic institutions wiLL be directed
doctoraL Level, to produce highly educated special- at quality and equity improvements. The Bank will
ists who create and exchange knowledge and, by aLso support initiatives to strengthen the roLe of
becoming university teachers, pass on their knowL- the private sector in the financing and provision
edge to the next generation of graduate students. of higher education. Accreditation and evaLuation

systems and professionaL development for faculty
The World Bank witl provide assistance to countries wiLL be supported to improve the quaLity of higher
to create a wider range of higher education insti- education, especiaLLy in universities that serve
tutions and delivery systems (including private Low-income students. To provide the facuLty
and distance education providers) to offer further required by growing university enroLLments, sup-
educationaL opportunities to the growing number port wiLL be given to programs strengthening grad-
of secondary schooL graduates, especiaLLy from uate education, especiaLLy at the doctoral Level.
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CHAPTER FIVE * How wiLL the Bank address the identified
THE WORLD BANK'S EVOLVING ROLE IN priorities?
SUPPORTING EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

How will the Bank determine applica-
"The cumulotive intelligence of nations is tion of its strategic priorities?

author of the greatest achievements. "
-Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, 1811-88 In addressing the regional agenda the WorLd Bank

can bring its experience with education throughout
The World Bank has been contributing to the edu- the world, it can marshal gLobaL knowledge to
cation sector in LAC since 1966, when it extended address the diverse educationaL chaLLenges of LAC,
its first education loan in the region to ChiLe. Since and it can focus its own staff and other resources
then, the region has benefited from receiving a dis- on priority areas. Each country has a unique set of
proportionately large share of totaL Bank Lending in circumstances, capabiLities, poLicies and opportuni-
education. By 1998, its annual [ending to the sec- ties that condition the direction and possibiLities
tor had reached US$1.5 billion and its annuaL dis- of its partnership with the Bank. As iLLustrated in
bursements had grown to US$690 million. Figure 5.1, the countries of the region differ qreat-

Ly in terms of their Levels of educational deveLop-
In order to fulfill the promise of the new era for ment. Some countries in the region still face a
education that was outlined at the Summit of the significant chaLLenge in terms of access to and/or
Americas, governments, donors, NGOs, and stake- retention in primary schooLing, while the major
hoLders will have to work cLosely together in a chaLLenge in other countries is in terms of access
prolonged effort to ensure the success of the next at the secondary and higher levels.
phase of the reforms. Already, partnerships of this
kind have sprung up throughout the education The World Bank does not intend to address alL the
sector in LAC, with the WorLd Bank as an enthusi- strategic educationaL priorities described in
astic participant. Recognizing the essential need Chapter 4 in every LAC country. The foLLowing cri-
for a collaborative approach to education in the teria will guide the Bank in planning its strategic
next decade and beyond, the World Bank has interventions in the region:
recentLy made its decisionmaking and Lending
procedures more fLexible, open, and responsive to * The needs of the particular country in terms
the views of other pLayers in the education fieLd. of, for exampLe, its poverty incidence, the

extent to which there are inequalities in
This chapter discusses the Bank's evolving contri- access to educational opportunities, and the
bution to the deveLopment of client countries and extent to which a lack of human capitaL is
how this change process has affected Bank sup- hampering economic growth. A consideration
port for educational reform in LAC. The chapter of a country's educational needs incLudes
addresses the following questions on its role in assessment of the diversity of needs within
supporting the regional agenda for education: the country at the subnationaL Level. The

contribution of other donor agencies is also
* How will the World Bank determine the relevant in developing a strategy of coordina-

application of its strategic priorities? tion and collaboration.
* What is the Bank doing at present? * The country's commitment to educational
* What does the Bank bring to the tabLe? improvement and change as demonstrated by
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the existence of educationaL reform strate- and the support of the private and non-profit
gies, government willingness to make diffi- sectors for educational improvements.
cuLt decisions, government priorities as * Whether the country has the capacity to
refLected in budgetary aLlocations and the undertake the program, in other words, the
tenure of key educational decisionmakers, capacity to impLement the program, provide
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counterpart funds, and overcome political approach to Bank support is mandated. A contin-
Lassitude or resistance. ued policy to Lend to individual states, based on

assessment of fiscal and institutionaL strength as
Each of these criteria contributes to the potential well as need, further refLects the application of
impact that a program has on its target population. the capacity criterion. In practice, the Bank wouLd

intervene with priority in the poorest states whiLe
A good exampLe of the appLication of these criteria simuLtaneousLy boLstering institutional capacity.
to guide interventions is El Salvador. Although El
Salvador has reLatively low per capita income In cases such as Haiti, need is great but capacity
(US$1,580 in 1995) and stiLL has quaLity and access and commitment have been lacking for a pro-
goaLs to meet at the primary level, the WorLd Bank longed period. A trade-off exists between risk and
recentLy approved a project in the country to potentiaL impact which requires careful assess-
improve access to and quality of upper secondary ment in formuLation of an assistance strategy. The
education. This project was financed because the current approach seeks a balance between the
demand for improved access and quaLity of sec- extremes of high risk and potential for wide
ondary education is large, especiaLLy among the impact in such circumstances. It provides techni-
poor, in part due to the success of earlier Bank sup- cal assistance to maintain some continuity in
port for basic education. Distance education for capacity-building whiLe readying a Longer-term
remote ruraL areas and scholarships for high-per- deveLopment program in preparation for a poLiti-
forming poor students, aLso, ensure the neediest caL opening for more comprehensive support.
chiLdren benefited from the project. In addition, EL
Salvador has shown a strong commitment to The WorLd Bank, therefore, will seek to appLy its
improving the quaLity and equity of education, and strategic priorities to its country programs through
Government has collaborated with unions, private a consideration of each country's unique circum-
business groups, and NGOs in deveLoping new poli- stances, including its needs, Level of commitment,
cies and programs, thereby improving the chance and capacity to impLement educational interven-
that the benefits of the project wiLL he sustained. tions. The Bank wiLL continue to evolve appropriate
Finally, an economic evaLuation of the project strategies in partnership with ctient governments,
demonstrated that the estimated benefits of the increasingLy involving both primary and secondary
project would significantLy exceed its costs. stakehoLders in targeting programs to ensure quaLi-

ty, equity, and efficiency in educational provision.
A good upstream appLication of the criteria is One usefuL checkList for guiding the deveLopment
found in the preparation of a country assistance of detaiLed country strategies is presented in the
strategy for the Bank for BraziL. This joint govern- Bank-wide education strategy (WorLd Bank, 1999)
ment-Bank exercise, carried out in 1997, seLected and summarized in the checkList in Box 5.1.
a Long-term sectoraL priority - basic education -
for Bank assistance. This focus emerged from a What is the Bank doing at present?
strong commitment on the part of government to
improved educationaL outcomes as a necessary Education as a percentage of World Bank lending
ingredient for long-term growth, poverty aLLevia- commitments to the region increased from 2.3

tion and reduced income disparities. It also corre- percent during the period 1980 to 1984 to 10.2
sponds with the Bank's essentially cataLytic role in percent during the period 1995 to 1999. In fact,
a country as complex as Brazil, where size and WorLd Bank Lending to the Latin America and
diversity of needs is great and a seLective Caribbean region for education has increased
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Box 5.1

PREPARING A COUNTRY STRATEGY: CHECKLIST OF QUESTIONS

1. Are the long-term vision and medium- and short-term objectives cdear and appropriate for what is being
proposed for the next steps for this particutar country?

2. Are the differentiteveLs of education being addressed adequately? Consider whether basic education policy
and practice (especiatly in earLy child development and primary education, but aLso in Lower secondary edu-
cation and adult Literacy) are strong enough to warrant strengthening upper secondary, tertiary (higher
education and vocational/technical training) and advanced aduLt learning (work-related training, lifelong
learning).

3. Are educational quality issues being addressed adequately?
4. Are equity issues being addressed adequateLy?
5. Are spending and financing issues and public-prvate roLes being addressed adequately? Consider how best

to target pubtic resources ta the poorest beneficiaries, and enable poor families to overcome the schooling
cost barrier (which often includes the opportunity costs of forgoing the immediate benefits of their chil-
dren's labor),

6. Is structural and managemert reform, including decentralization, being addressed adequateLy?
7. Where institutional capacity is weak, is it being strengthened adequateLy?
8. Is adequate attention being paid to linking education with the rest of the country's development? Consider

links with the worLd of work and links with social devetopment and cohesion, including the transmittat of
values.

9. Is the strategy appropriate for this country at this moment, considering the prevailing political, econom-
ic, and social circumstances? Tools to help with such analysis indude: typologies of country situations; the
concepts of "room to improve and room to maneuver." Special situationrrs atso need to be understood: cri-
sis response, post-confLict situations, and other turbutent conditions.

10. Are the emerging new opportunities being explared and utiLized adequatety?
11. Are appropriate choices being made in the design and implementation of programs and projects?
12. Are partnerships being utilized sufficiently and appropriately?
13. Is the strategy sufficierntLy and appropriately selective?
14. Is the strategy drawing sufficiently on pertinent knowledge-from other places and other sectors?
15. Is there sufficient provision for monitoring of progress, including measurable indicators?

Source- World Bank Education Sector Strategy Paper, 1999.

aLmost eight times since the earLy 1980s (see in Figure 5.3, Brazil received only haLf the region-
Figure 5.2). This increase reflects the fact that aL average per capita Lending for education during
most LAC countries have moved education to the 1994 to 1998 (see aLso Table 4 in Annex B).
top of their poLicy agendas in recent years.

The composition of the World Bank's education
While about two-thirds of totaL World Bank educa- portfoLio in the region has aLso changed over the
tion lending in the region goes to the three Large past two decades. The emphasis on funding phys-
countries-Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico-larger icaL infrastructure in the earLy 1980s has shifted
countries do not necessariLy receive more Bank to an emphasis on supporting quality improve-
education Lending on a per capita basis. As shown ments. There has also been a shift away from
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Figure 5.2 Volume of World Bank LAC Education Lending
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vocational and technicaL training, which used to help the governments of LAC to pLan reforms, to
account for over ha[f of the Bank's lending in the impLement action pLans, and to evaLuate the
earLy 1980s, to primary and pre-primary educa- resuLts. In some policy areas, the Bank can pro-
tion, which now account for 45 percent of the vide information on experiences in other regions
Bank's Lending for education in LAC (Figure 5.4). of the worLd that might be applicabLe in LAC.

However, in other policy areas, littLe is known
The Bank sees its roLe in supporting education about which innovations are likeLy to be effective.
sector reforms not onLy as a provider of funds but In these cases, the Bank is sponsoring research,
aLso as a source of reLevant information that can study tours, conferences, and web sites to gener-

Figure 5.3 Cumulative lending per Capita for Education in LAC, FY94-FY98
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Figure 5.4 World Bank LAC Education Lending by Sub-Sector, FY92-FY96
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ate and colLect knowledge to fiLL these informa- inform its country tending programs. In the
tion gaps and stimuLate sectoraL poLicy diaLogue. 1990s, there has been a steady increase in the

percent of ESW in the LAC region devoted to edu-
The Bank adds to the store of knowledge about cation, paraLleLing the increase in Lending to the

development by producing or sponsoring national sector (Figure 5.5). Regional studies on key issues
and cross-nationaL research and studies of specific in education are another contribution of the Bank

interventions and of a wide range of educational to the knowledge base within the sector. For

issues. At the country level, the Bank undertakes exampLe, the Bank is currentLy preparing a study
economic and sector work (ESW) to support and on the teaching profession in LAC that will pro-

Figure 5.5 Education as a Percentage of Total ESW Spending for the LAC Region
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vide baseLine data, analysis, and recommendations tion to providing financial resources in service of
for poLicy making and for further research. its cLients, the WorLd Bank brings together globaL

knowledge and experience, neutrality and objec-
In addition to its work in knowLedge creation, the tivity. It faciLitates communication among key
WorLd Bank actively seeks to disseminate informa- actors within and among countries.
tion through conferences, speciaLized seminars,
and working partnerships. The Bank organized and The World Bank's Latin America and the Caribbean
co-sponsored with other deveLopment entities and Human DeveLopment Unit incLudes staff represent-
governments two conferences on teacher deveLop- ing qualifications and broad experience in various
ment in Spring 1999 as well as a conference on professionaL fieLds incLuding education, public sec-
education in the Caribbean. For smaLler audiences, tor management, science and technology, econom-
country-tailored seminars bring Bank and regionaL ics, finance, and socioLogy. This skill mix, diverse
experts to client countries to address specific knowLedge base, and a broad geographic experi-
issues, e.g., rural education and distance educa- ence contribute to the analytic rigor of Bank
tion in Peru and regional experience with reform research, project design, and policy advice. These
of secondary education in the Dominican Republic. attributes wiLL heLp the Bank bring neutraLity and

objectivity to studies, poLicy advice, and monitor-
MutuaLLy reinforcing partnerships have been ing and evaLuation of work in deveLopment of the
estabLished through collaborative projects, joint education sector in LAC. The World Bank supports
learning activities, and secondments. Bank co- the critical role of monitoring and evaluation in
funding of projects, such as the basic education its Lending operations which contributes to the
projects in El Salvador and the Dominican development of accountability and transparency in
RepubLic has provided opportunities for the World the management of the education sector.
Bank to [earn from and share in Learning process-
es with other donor organizations. Bank staff and The WorLd Bank has the capacity to bring various
project stakehoLders participate in study tours to actors in the education sector to the table, stimu-
those countries that have successfully developed lating the exchange of information by bringing
and experimented with educationaL innovations together representatives from government depart-
and reforms, such as educational decentraLization ments, NGOs, and private organizations from vari-
in New Zealand and schooL inspection systems in ous sectors in events at which they can Learn
IreLand. Bank staff members aLso share their from each others experiences. For exampLe, World
knowledge and experience with cLients when they Bank President James Wolfensohn caLLed together
are seconded to ministries of education, most officials from LAC ministries of education (the
recentLy in Bolivia and Chile. Bank's education partner) and ministries of

finance (the Bank's chief interLocutor) in June
What does the Bank bring to the tabLe? 1998, enabLing a rare opportunity for communica-

tion between core and sectoraL ministries. The
The WorLd Bank's work over the Last 50 years has Bank brings civil society and government actors,
made it a repository for development knowLedge beneficiaries and program designers together in
from all over the worLd because of its active research and policy dialogue activities, as in the
involvement in development programs, its exten- case of Northeast Brazil, where collaborative
sive contacts with research organizations, and its research led to the publication of Call to Action, a
experience working with a wide range of govern- research paper which the identified causes of crit-
ments, sectors, and locaL communities. In addi- ical deficiencies in the pubLic schooLs of the
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region and provides recommendations for policy inspired Guatemala, Panama, EL SaLvador, the
action. The Bank recently faciLitated a consuLta- Dominican RepubLic, and some BraziLian states to
tive workshop heLd at Harvard University where explore and adopt innovations developed through
members of the Salvadoran National Assembly, the Escuela Nueva in their own educationaL reform
Ministry of Education, locaL universities, and NGOs efforts. The impact of Escuela Nueva reaches far
worked together to define a vision for education beyond the LAC region, however. Delegations from
for the next decade in EL Salvador and ensure Eritrea, Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia, Nepal,
poLiticaL consensus and support for the education India, Bhutan, Egypt, the Philippines, and severaL
reform and program objectives. other African and Asian countries have attended

seminars on eLements of educational reform held
The Bank is increasingly seeking to systematize by the WorLd Bank Institute, foLLowed by visits to
global knowledge around particuLar subject areas three or four Escuela Nueva program sites.
and issues reLevant to deveLoping countries. When
information and experience within the Bank on a Experience from outside LAC has likewise been
particuLar topic is thorough and extensive, access adapted for use in the region. The experience of
to information and resource sharing opportunities OECD countries was applied in Brazil. In this case,
are provided through the Bank's participation in the WorLd Bank served as an information broker,
knowledge networks and consuLtative groups as heLping to deveLop a science and technoLogy strate-
well as on the Internet. For example, the Bank gy. BraziLian policymakers invited scientists, entre-
and other organizations are working with the preneurs, government officials, and speciaLists from
Consultative Group on EarLy ChiLdhood Care and OECD countries to heLp to shape BraziLs science and
Development to exchange experiences and Lessons technoLogy agenda and poLicy framework. The ensu-
on the Internet on chiLd deveLopment practices ing discussions covered a broad spectrum of topics
around the world. The Bank aLso has made knowL- from the environment that businesses confront
edge resources on distance education and girls' every day to long-term challenges such as develop-
education availabLe through web pages ing human capitaL in science and technology.
(http://www.globaLdistancelearning.com and
http://www.worLdbank.org/htmL/extdr/educ/edu- As LAC continues to experiment and innovate in
equi/access.htm). The Bank further acts as a con- the education sector, the region's experience and
duit for passing on to its cLients globaL experience accumulated knowledge about education wiLL
and knowLedge of good deveLopment practices, become increasingLy vaLuabLe to countries in
thus equipping them to design and impLement other regions of the world. The WorLd Bank wiLL
effective and sustainable social policies. continue to be a partner in deveLopment with the

governments of Latin America and the Caribbean,
The LAC region has much to contribute to the heLping to provide them with appropriate anaLyti-
gLobaL experience of educationaL practices and cal and institutionaL tooLs and the globaL knowl-
methods. The region has been very active in edge to assist them in realizing their respective
deveLoping and experimenting with educationaL agendas for education in the 21st century.
innovations (see Chapter 2). Models developed in
El Salvador with community-based school man- How wiLt the Bank address the
agement (the EDUCO model) and in Colombia with identified priorities?
muLtigrade ruraL teaching (the Escuela Nueva
model) are being adapted and appLied outside of The Bank will continue to support education deveL-
Latin America. The CoLombian experience has opment and reform in LAC using the Lending and
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non-Lending mechanisms described in this chapter. A new kind of loan that is aLso fLexibLe is the
These mechanisms are, however, evolving in Line Leaming and Innovation Loan (LIL), which sup-
with changing country needs and requests. A guid- ports small, time-sensitive projects with loans of
ing principLe for [ending will be greater flexibility, up to US$5 mitlion. The idea is to initiate piLot
demonstrated in the recent deveLopment of new projects to test promising deveLopment initia-
Lending options. For lending as weLL as non-Lending tives based on a sound hypothesis, and to exper-
support, and for knowledge transfer, three central iment at a Local level before embarking on a
areas of focus wiLL guide the Bank and heLp to Larger-scaLe intervention. LILs incLude monitoring
determine priorities for action. These are: increas- and evaLuation components that facilitate
ing emphasis on partnerships in the deveLopment demonstration effects before the project is repti-
process; a comprehensive vision of the develop- cated on a wider scaLe. One of the first projects
ment and reform process, intra- and inter-sectoraL; of its kind to be approved under new funding
and participation of aLL stakehoLders in the process. mechanisms, the Colombian Youth Development

Project employs a LIL.
As part of its commitment to listening more closely
to its cLients, the WorLd Bank has recentLy decen- The Intemational Finance Corporation (IFC), a
traLized its activities by strengthening its resident member of the World Bank Group, is an additional
missions in the countries of LAC. The resident mis- source of funding for private sector projects and
sions represent the Bank, and the staff of the mis- has recentLy begun to work in the education sec-
sion consult and communicate with cLient govern- tor. The IFC finances and provides advice for pri-
ments and stakeholders. It was decided to decen- vate sector ventures and projects in partnership
tralize because this makes it easier for the Bank to with private investors. It provides not only project
be responsive to the specific needs of the countries finance but it also raises additionaL funds frorn
served by the Bank and to conduct a diaLogue at other sources (such as foreign commercial banks)
both the nationaL and the locaL leveLs. Client gov- for the project in question and provides technical
ernments now have access to a wide variety of dif- advice. For example, one beneficiary of an IFC Loan
ferent kinds of Loans and interventions, ranging in the education sector is the University of
from Long-term development efforts to piLot pro- BeLgrano, a private university in Argentina. The
grams that encourage learning and innovation. Loan was given to heLp the University to improve

its services and fund student Loans.
In the Adoptable Program Lending (APL), the
Bank provides phased but sustained support for In employing a mix of conventional and newer
long-term deveLopment programs that address Lending instruments, compLemented by non-Lend-
economic priorities and reduce poverty. The APL ing services (analytic work, knowLedge transfer)
focuses on specific deveLopment objectives and within a particuLar country program, the Bank
reLeases Loan funds in accordance with measured shouLd be better abLe to support evolving needs
progress toward objectives. In this respect, it is within the education sector. SimiLarly, the Bank is
more fLexibLe than the Bank's traditionaL specific moving, and wiLL continue to move increasingLy
investment Loans. In supporting Long-term com- towards forming partnerships both within ancd
plex reform programs, such as CONAFE in Mexico, outside the countries of the region.
the APL provides continuous Loan financing for
consecutive phases of the program as it evoLves, CoLLaboration between the World Bank and other
allowing for improvements and adjustments in the donors in support of compLementary efforts within
process of impLementation. a country is increasingLy emphasized in the prepa-
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ration of country assistance strategies (CASs) and ventions to ensure that they correspond to the
Lending operations. The aim is to serve in the explicit needs of beneficiaries. In the past, hid-
country's best interests by supporting unified and den needs and wants of primary and secondary

increasingly comprehensive programs for economic stakeholders often acted as unrecognized con-
and sociaL deveLopment. ColLaboration may come straints in the impLementation of many projects.
in the form of joint or muLtiple agency support for Through more participatory pLanning methods,
a singLe program of investment or research, or in innovative Local soLutions are incorporated that
individual contributions intended to compLement may not at first have appeared obvious in a more
rather than duplicate or possibLy even contradict top-down pLanning approach.
overall objectives. In the LAC region, examples of
cooperation among donors often center on joint Bank reguLations require that a sociaL assessment

operations supported by the WorLd Bank and the and a beneficiary assessment be conducted for
Inter-American DeveLopment Bank, but other offi- every project at the pLanning stage, ensuring that
ciaL donors and international or local NGOs includ- interventions take social issues into consideration
ing UNICEF, UNESCO, and OREALC are increasingly and that they involve a wide range of stakehold-
involved as welL. New partnerships are aLso being ers in the design and management of the project.
forged with the private sectors in countries in an In beneficiary assessments, Bank staff listen to
effort to strengthen support for needed reforms as the views of those who wiLl be affected by the
weLL as to garner additional resources. outcomes of the intervention and take those

views into account in the design and impLementa-
Collaboration between the World Bank and NGOs tion of the project.
has increased dramaticalLy in recent years. Of the
241 Bank projects that were approved in 1995, 47 These assessments employ participatory methods
percent invoLved NGOs. NGOs are usuaLLy indirect such as focus groups, speciaLized question-
recipients of Bank Loans and credits that a bor- naires, fieLd visits, rapid/participatory rural
rowing government has channeLed to them as appraisaL, and ethnographic studies, and are
either grants or loans. For exampLe, severaL Latin tooLs for understanding the vaLues and interests
American countries have set up "sociaL funds" of the people who wiLL be affected by the pro-
that fund projects that have been suggested by ject. They also help project planners to assess
pubLic, private, or voLuntary organizations, and risks and to identify those issues that require
NGOs are often chosen to impLement these pro- further attention.
jects, thus indirectLy benefiting from the Bank's
support of the social fund. A process of stakeholder consuLtation and analysis

aLso facilitated the design of appropriate and
Within a country, the Bank is using a variety of effective interventions for the improvement of
participatory methods to become more responsive pubLic schooLs in Northeast Brazil. The participa-
to the views of alL stakehoLders affected by its tory study invoLved students, parents, teachers,
interventions and to achieve a sense of ownership school principaLs, state secretariats of education
of the solutions arrived at through such a and researchers. It yielded detaiLed information
process. These methods, whiLe time-consuming, expanding on previous research and new insight
appear to pay-off in commitment and support. For on possibLe courses of action at a number of lev-
example, the Bank prepares a Country Assistance eLs. Four major causes of school faiLure were
Strategy (CAS) for every country to which it brought to Light by this study, and subsequent
Lends. Whenever possible, the Bank engages projects have been designed to address those
diverse stakeholders in the design of sociaL inter- probLem areas (World Bank, 1997).
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Annex A

Box I

Summit of the Americas II

Goats of Summit of the Americas I for the year 2010:

* Universat access to and completion of quaLity primary education.
* Access for at least 75 percent of young peopLe to quality secondary education, with increasing

comptetion rates.
* Provision of life-Long educational opportunities for all.

Commitments to ataining Summit goals:

* Imptement targeted policies and programs focusing on the needs of the disadvantaged.
* Establish or strengthen systems to evaluate the quality of education.
* Develop integrated programs to increase the status and level of professionalism of teachers and

educational administrators.
• Strengthen education sector management and institutional capacity at national, regionaL, local,

and school levels, furthering decentralization where appropriate and promoting community and
family involvement

* Strengthen preparation, education, and training for the world of work, incuding the
establishment of mechanisms for certification of job-related competencies.

* Improve educational strategies relevant to indigenous, immigrant, and multicuttural
populations, shaping modes for bilingual and intercultural basic education.

* Develop educational strategies for both inside and outside the classroom that foster democratic
principLes, human rights, gender equity, peace, tolerance, and respect far the environment and
natural resources.

• Promote access to and use of the most effective information and communication technologies
in education systems.

* Make efforts to increase the availability of teaching materials.
* Use technology to link schools and communities, encouraging the participation of higher

education institutions that have advantages in this fieLd.
* Foster scholarship and exchange programs for students, teachers, researchers, and educational

administrators.
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In the LeveL 3-4 classroom at Essendon North School in Australia, students are enqaged in a variety of activi-
ties. Some are working in pairs at the computer, inputting their maps of the campground where they stayed as~
a group a week earLier. Others are compLeting math worksheets and other independent activities. One girt is
curLed up in a chair in the reading corner, totally absorbed in her book. The setting is simiLar to that of the
cLassroom at Karori West School. There are very few individual desks, and most students are working with a
partner or in a group. The teacher has adopted the role of facilitator, encouraging student learning as she
moves around the cLassroom, answering questions and offering feedback, guidance and praise.

Two innovations in this school are worth noting. First, the teachers strive to teach children to use different
thinking and learning styles to make the most of each educational experience. This is done through the use of
hats. Students in each ctass are divided into six That" groups (Red - feelings; White - information: Black --
judgment; Green - creativity; Yellow - benefits; Blue - thinking). At least once a week, the teacher wilt, ask for
input from the different groups. For exampLe, a student team wiLl present a research project, book report or
math probLem they have been working on, and the hat groups wiLL respond or ask questions. The Red hats will
talk about how the presentation made them feel, the White hats wilt share what facts they Learned, the Black
hats witl offer constructive criticism, and so on. Students rotate from group to group during the school year so
they have the opportunity to explore each thinking styLe.

The second innovation is that the students set their own scheduLes. The teacher gives generaL lessons on new
material and provides the students with a list of work to be compLeted by the end of the week. The students
then organize their time on a Time Management Plan and use the checkList to monitor their progress during
the week as they work independentLy.

In both schools, the students are given significant responsibility for their own learning. The teachers give
them the toots they need to acquire knowLedge, and students work at their own pace to attain proficiency in
identified essentiat skills and Learning areas. Active Leaning occurs because students are invoLved in the tearn-
ing and teaching process. The teacher encourages the students to be teachers as welL and facilitates peer
teaching through the use of teamwork in groups or with partners. Int order for active learning to take pLace,
the teacher must be wilLing to step away from the traditional role of imparting knowledge and allow students
to explore independentLy, arranging the physical layout of the classroom to encourage this. Finally, the teacher
-must develop a tolerance for less 'order" and an increased noise level as students become more involved in
peer teaching and sharing. When given the appropriate conditions, students of aLL ages show that they are
capable and eager to actively participate in the Learning and teaching process.
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Annex B

Figure B.1 Progress in Educational Attainment,
Jamaica, Nicaragua, EL Salvador
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Figure B.2 Number of Full-Time Researchers per Thousand Labor Force
1993-96, Setected Countries
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Figure B.3 Inventiveness Coefficiant, 1994, Selected Countries
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Figure B.4 Secondary Net Enrollment Rates in Brazil and Costa Rica:
Poor vs. Non-poor (%)
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Figure 8.5 Educational Attainment in the Dominican Repubtic, 1996
(Highest Grade Attained by Youth Aged 15-19)
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Figure B.6 Educationat Attainment in GuatemaLa, 1995
(Highest Grade Attained by Youth Aged 15-19)
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Figure B.7 Educational Attainment in Haiti, 1994-95
(Highest Grade Attained by Youth Aged 15-19)
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Figure B.8 Educational Attainment in Bolivia, 1993-94
(Highest Grade Attained by Youth Aged 15-19)
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Figure B.9 Educational Attainment in Brazil, 1996
(Highest Grade Attained by Youth Aged 15-19)
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Figure B.10 Educational Attainment in Colombia, 1995
(Highest Grade Attained by Youth Aged 15-19)
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Figure B.1l EducationaL. Attainment in Peru, 1996
(Highest Grade Attained by Youth Aged 15-19)
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Figure B.12 Dispersion of Educational. Attainment Over Time:
Twenty-Five-Year-OLds in Nicaragua and Jamaica
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Figure B.13 Mathematics and Spanish Achievement Test Scores in Chile by
Socioeconomic Status
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Figure B.14 World Bank Spending in LAC Education:
Disbursements in the LAC Education Sector (FY86-FY97)
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Figure B.15 World Bank LAC Education Lending Portfolio by Subsectors,
FY81-FY86
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Figure B.16 World Bank LAC Education Lending Portfolio by Subsectors,
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Figure B.17 World Bank LAC Education Lending Portfolio by Subsectors,
FY92-FY96
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Table B-i. Latin American Testing Systems
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Table B-2. 1994 Public Expenditures on Education in LAC Countries

Education Expenditures School-Age Population
(% of GNP) (% of total population)

Argentirna 3.8 22.9
Belize 6.1 26.9
Bolivia 5.4 28.9
Chile 2.9 22.9
Colombia 3.5 26.4
Costa Rica 4.5 26.3
Dominican RepubLic 2.0 26.7
Ecuador 3.5 28.0
El Salvador (1995) 2.2 30.9
Guatemala 1.6 31.5
Guyana 4.4 24L7
Honduras 3.7 31.0
Jamaica (1995) 8.2 24.5
Mexico 5.3 28.1
Nicaragua 3.9 33.5
Panama 5.2 25.4
Paraguay 2.9 28.9
Peru 3.8 27.3
Trinidad & Tobago 4.5 26,2
Uruguay 2.5 19.8
Venezueta 5.2 27.5

Source: UNESCO, 1997.

TabLe B-3. 1994 Education Expenditures as 0%c of GNP, SeLected Countries

Public Private Total % Population School Age

Mexico 4.5 1.1 5.6 28.1
Colombia 4.2 3.6 7.8 26.4
Chile 3.1 2.6 5.7 22.9
Peru 2.4 2.0 4.4 N/A
IreLand 5.1 0.5 5.6 20.6
Korea 3.6 2.5 6.1 19.6
OECD Countries 4.7 1.2 5.9 N/A

Sources: Mexico, IreLand, Korea. OECD - OECD, 1997. CoLombia - Departamento NacionaL de PLanaci6n, 1996. Chile - Ministerio de
Hacienda and Banco CentraL, 1998.
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rabLe 8-4. World Bank Education Sector Lending to LAC Countries
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Annex D: Household Survey Data

Average Years of Schooling of Hlousehold Head

Households with children: All Areas (Urban and RuraL)
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Functional ILliteracy Rate of Household Head (percentage)

Households with chiLdren: ALL Areas (Urban and Rural)

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazit 64.1 55.2 16.6 35.9
Colombia n/a n/a n/a n/a
Costa Rita 31.9 26.6 12.5 19.5
Chile 20.8 19.1 8.2 13.8
Ecuador 45.7 38.7 14.4 25.7
El Salvador 76.8 72.5 46.8 58.7
Honduras 71.9 66.7 40.6 52.2
Jamaica 19.6 18.1 23.1 20.6
Nicaragua 87.0 80.3 40.2 62.3
Peru 38.8 33.5 12.8 22.8

Households with children: Urban

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 55.6 48.9 15.3 29.1
CoLombia 25.7 22.7 9.3 15.9
Costa Rica 23.8 19.3 9.3 13.0
Chile 15.5 14.0 6.2 9.8
Ecuador 36.9 29.2 8.6 14.6
El Saivador 69.7 62.1 39.1 45.7
H4onduras 53.3 51.4 26.4 33.3
Jamaica 21.0 21.1 24.5 23.3
Nicaragua 68.0 57.9 30.3 36.6
Peru 31.1 26.1 9.8 15.4

Households with children: Rural

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 77.0 69.1 33.6 64.7
Colombia n/a n/a n/a n/a
Costa Rica 35.5 31.5 18.6 26.8
Chile 32.5 32.8 25.1 30.7
Ecuador 49.4 43.9 30.9 39.8
El Salvador 79.0 78.1 68.3 75.0
Hornduras 76.8 72.3 58.7 66.5
Jamaica 19.1 16.5 20.6 17.9
Nicaragua 90.6 86.5 57.2 77.8
Peru 42.9 40.7 31.9 38.7
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Pre-School Gross Enrollment Rates: All Areas

Boys

Girls

Total
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Pre-SchooL Gross EnrolLment Rates: Rural Areas

Boys
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Primary Gross Enrollment Rates: AU. Areas

Boys

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 81.4 85.6 96.5 89.3
Colombia n/a n/a n/a n/a
Costa Rica 75.2 80.0 S9.7 84.0
Chile 94.6 95.9 98.1 96.8
Ecuador 89.6 91.7 96.0 93.6
Et SaLvador 73.6 79.2 90.2 84.2
Honduras 85.4 87.1 91.7 89.1
Jamaica 97.8 97.8 99.5 98.5
Nicaraguta 48.4 57.1 86.5 70.9
Peru 92.9 94.3 99.0 96.3

Girls

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 85.3 88.1 96.9 91.3
CoLomnbia n/a rt/a n/a n/a
Costa Rica 83.0 82.6 91.8 86.2
Chile 96.2 98.2 98.2 97.4
Ecuador 88.5 90.0 96.6 93.0
Et SaLvador 76.7 80.5 89.7 84.6
Honduras 88.9 88.3 95.2 91.6
Jamaica' 99.1 98.8 98.6 98.7
Nicaragua 55.2 62.9 88.1 74.9
Peru 94.2 95.2 97.0 95.9

Total

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 8323 86.8 96.7 90.3
CoLombia n/a N/a n/ar n/a
Costa Rica 79.4 81.4 90.8 85.1
Chile 95.4 96.3 98.1 97.1
Ecuador 89.1 90.9 96.3 93.3
EL Salvador 75.0 79.9 90.0 84.4
Honduras 86.9 87.6 93.5 90.2
Jamaica 98.5 98.3 99.0 98.6
Nicaragua 51.7 59.9 87.3 72.8
Peru 93.6 94.7 98.0 96.1
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Primary Gross Enrollment Rates: Urban Areas

Boys

Girls-
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Primary Gross Enrollment Rates: Rural Areas

Boys

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 78.2 80.9 91.2 8l.0
Cotombia nia n/a n/a n/a
Costa Rica 74.1 77.4 87.0 79.9
Chite 91.6 92.8 94.1 93.0
Ecuador 90.2 91.7 92.8 92.0
EL Satvador 70.9 74.7 85.4 77.7
Honduras 83.0- 86.3 86.5 86.4
Jamaica 97.7 97.6 100.0 98.3
Nicaragua 46.1- 50.7 83,3 58.5
Peru 91.3 92.7 96.5 93.3

Girls

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 81.9 83.0 94.1 83.8
Colombia n/a n/a n/a n/a
Costa Rica 81.7 80.7 88.7 82.8
Chile 93.2 93.9 93.4 93.8
Ecuador 87.7 88.3 95.7 90.3
El Salvador 73.7 74.9 79.9 76.2
Honduras 88.1 87.1 94.7 89.8
Jamaica 99.4 99.1 97.9 98.7
Nicaragua 52.3 58.5 83.6 63.8
Pe ru 94.5 94.5 94.3 94.5

TotaL

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 80.0 819 92.5 82.3
Colombia n/a n/a n/a ni/a
Costa Ri ca 78.1 79.1 87.9 81.4
Chite 92.4 93.3 93.8 93.4
Ecuador 89.0 90.2 94.2 9L2
El Salvador 72.2 74.8 83.0 77.0
Honduras 85.3 86.7 90.4 87.9 ,
Jamaica 98.6 98.3 98.9 9&5
Nicargua 49.0 54.5 83.4 1 61.0
Peru 93.0 93.6 95.4 93.9
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Secondary Gross Enrollment Rates: All Areas

Boys
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Secondary Gross Enrollment Rates: Urban Areas

Boys

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 55.4 58.4 78.3 69.2
Colombia 66.7 70.9 84.5 77.5
Costa Rica 77.0 80.9 88.0 85.2
Chite 83.7 84.2 90.8 87.8
Ecuador 64.5 69.2 86.1 80.3
El Salvador 52.6 59.9 70.9 68.0
Honduras 81.4 65A1 78.8 74.4
Jamaica 78.2 74.2 76.4 75.5
Nicaragua 42.8 56.7 82.8 74.3
Peru 88.9 90.7 89.6 90.0

Girls

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazit 62.4 65.6 81.5 74.3
CoLombia 73.4 76.4 88.6 82.3
Costa Rica 73.6 72.7 87.4 82.0
Chite 82.7 84.0 91.5 87.9
Ecuador 64.9 70.1 85.1 79.9
El Salvador 54.0 53.9 64.3 61.2
llonduras 70t7 67.0 78.4 75.2
Jamaica 52.5 68.2 78.6 74.8
Nicaragua 65.4 69.1 84.4 80.5
Peru 87.6 85.6 91.0 88.8

TotaL

Country Very poor Poor Non poor Total

Brazil 58.8 61.9 79.9 71.8
Colombia 70.3 73.7 86.6 80.0
Costa Rica 75.2 76.8 87.7 83.5
Chile 83.2 84.1 91.2 87.9
Ecuador 64.7 69.7 85.6 80.1
El Salvador 53.4 56.5 67.4 64.4
Honduras 75.6 66.0 78.6 74.8
Jamaica 67.2 71.2 77.6 75.1
Nicaragua 52.4 62.2 83.7 77.5
Peru 88.2 88.0 90.3 89.4
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Secondary Gross Enrollment Rates: Rural Areas

Boys

Girls

Total
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